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PRE1FACJE

Evaluation of the Punjab Sanitation Programme entails

six discrete but inter—related studies: Achievement of

Quantifiable Targets, Impact of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme on Rural Ilousehoids, Management for

Implementation, Finaricial Appraisal, Training and Job

Performance of SanitaLion Promoters and Technical

Appraisal of Iiistalled Latrines, Biogas Plants and

Water Cisterns. The studies are in detail and cover all

the important aspects of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme.

The studies were undertaken after UNICEF’s approval of

the detailed evaluation methodology, prepared in the

light of evaluation objectives specified in the Terms

of Reference. Detailed formats of the component

studies were also presented alongwith the evaluation

methodology. UNICEF, after critical review has given

comments on each of the six studies. These comments

have been kept in view while preparing this Final

Report. The document highlights only the important

fmndings of the above referred six studies. It has been

attempted not to reproduce extensive supporting data

already presented. hlowever, a few important tables have

been included where necessary.
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EXECUTIVE SUIT4IMARY

The Punjab Sanitation Progranime, primarily a low cost

sanitation improvement project relying on community parti—

cipation activities, was first launched as a pilot project

in a few villages during 1981—1982. It was extended to a

large number of villages in six districts of the Punjab:

Jhelurn, Chakwal, Rawalpindi, Attock, Mianwali and Dera

Ghazi Khan during 1983—1985. Broad objective of the Pro—

gramme was to contribute to reduce incidence of diarrhoea

particularly among infants and children, by improving

overall sanitation conditions in the rural areas and

inculcating awareness of health, hygiene and environmental

sanitation among the rural population. Specific ohjectives

outlined in the Government approved PC—I Form for the

period 1983—1985 inciuded

i) Introduction and implementation of the Punjab
Sanitation Programme in 55 Marakiz, 171 Union
Councils and 470 Villages in the six districts.

ii) Construction of 940 demonstration latrines in
schools, women centres and health institutions of
the selected villages.

iii) Construction of 32,900 household latrines, on
average 70 latrines per village, by establishing
revolving fund in the selected villages.

iv) Construction of 940 soakpits; and

v) Construction of 470 biogas plaats.
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The nam strategies of the Programme consisted of educa—

tion and motivation, of househoids to adopt hygiene and

sanitation practices as well as water and sanitation

technologies, with emphasis on installation of latrmnes

and biogas plants for proper disposal of human and animal

excreta. In order to be self—sustaining, the Progranme

attached considerable inportance to organization of comnu—

nities; transfer of technical know—how and establishment

of a flevolving Fund. Male and Female sanitation promoters

specially trained for the job, were mainly responsible to

execute the Programme in selected villages.

Local Government and Rural Development Department and the

Local Government Councils, Government of the Punjab were

jointly responsible for planning, execution, supervision

and progress nonitoring of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme. UNICEF, besides assisting in the above activi—

ties provided funds for implementation of the Programne

and training of technical staff. UNICEF spent a total

anount of Rs. 18,056,419.0 during 1981—1986.

Execution of the Progfanne was discontinued in March 1986,

after completion of its stipulated time period. UNICEF

entrusted the task of evaluating the Punjab Sanitation

Progranne to Pakistan Environsental Planning & Architec—

tural Consultants (PEPAC) Linited on December 21, 1986.

t
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Evaluation of the Punijab Sanitaiioni l’rogramme has been

conducied, employing a mulLi discipllnnry approach, iii

three sequenlial stages

Completi on of coinprehensive data base
and design of evaluation metliodology.

Coiiipielion o[ six ini—depth secLor
studies to evaluate different compouenLs
of the Punjab Saniiation Programme.

ïiiese inciuded

Report 1 : Achievement of Quantifi—
aI)le ‘l’aigets.

2 : innpacL on Rurn 1 Ilouseinol ds

3 : Naiingemen t for up lcmeii—
in L 10 n.

4 : Financial Appraisal.

5 : l’raiiiiiig and Job Performan
—ce of Sanitation Proino—
Lers.

‘I’echnical Appraisal of
Lairines, Biogas Plants &
Water Cisterns.

Syntiiesis of findings and policy
-[mplicaiioins of Lhe six sector studies
in a consolidated forni in Liie Fiunol
Report.

The overall performance of iiie Fu nija ii Saiii Lati on Programnie

appears encouraging. In spite of lag hetween planned and

realized quantifiable targets, l:iie Prograinnie has had

visible impacL. Furthcrnnoie, the approach has strong

Stage 1

Stage II

Stage III

The Evaltiatioti

Repo t

Rcpor 1

Repor t

Re p or L

ReporL 6

3



potential for improvimg sanitation in the rural areas.

Higher levels of efficiency may be attained with improved

and effective planning and management of the various con—

ponents of the Programme.

The evaluation besides a detailed and objective appraisal

of various components of the Punjab Sanitatiom Programme

also contributes in establishing a comprehensive data

base. The study sets the basis for realistic policy

formulation and progranning for future course of actiom in

case the progranne is relaunched.

The evaluation highlights the following main findings

(1) Achievement of Quamtifiable Targets.

Quamtifiable achievements of the Punjab Sanitation

Programne have been considered in terms of its

coverage in marakiz, union councils and villages,

construction of demonstratioa and household lat—

rines, construction of soak pits and - biogas plants and

training of Sanitation r’romoters and Sanitation

Supervisors. Achievements of the Programme have

been appraised in the light of planned targets:

i) Coverage of Villages

The Punjab Sanitation Programme has been
mntroduced in 44 narakiz and 191 Union Councils
of the six districts during 1981—1985. A total
of 349 villages were selected in these Marakiz
and Union Councils during the period. Out of
these, 301 villages were selected during 1983—
1985. The Programme was implenented with

t
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varying degrees of success, in 230 villages
during 1983—1985. On average, the target was to
complete implementation of the Programme in 26
villages each year in each district. The
reported data however, revealed that around 12—
16 villages were covered, with varying degrees
of success, each year in each districts. Number
of villages with target achievement of 50% and
more, 25—49% and less than 25% regarding
construction of latrines, were 124, 53 and 53
respectively during 1983—1985.

ii) Construction of Latrines.

Two types of latrines, demonstration latrines
and household latrines, were planned to be
constructed under the Punjab Sanitation
Programme. The purpose of constructing
demonstration latrines was to promote their
acceptance among rural people, to educate them
about their functioning and to transfer
technical know how regarding their installation.
Local masons and other interested persons were
trained while constructing these latrines. Two
demonstration latrines were planned to be
constructed in each selected village. UNICEF
provided funds while the I,G & RDD in
collaboration with the Sanitation Promoters
managed construction of these latrines.

A total of 695 demonstration latrines were
constructed during 1981—1985. Out of these, 546
latrines were constructed during 1983—1985. In
the light of PC—I Form targets, percentage
achievement is 58%. However, the percentage
achievements with respect to total number of
villages selected, 2 demonstration latrines per
village in 301 villages, works Out to be 91%.

Household latrines were to be constructed by
individual households from their own resources
or by taking a partial assistance from the
Revolving Fund, established for the purpose. A
total of 10,281 household latrines were reported
constructed since 1981. Out of these 8,187
latrines were constructed during 1983—1985.
Percentage achievements with respect to PC—I
targets is 25% while it is 51% with respect to
the targets fixed for the villages where the
Programme has been implemented.

5



iii) Construction of Soakpits and Biogas Plants.

A total of 119 soakpits and 224 biogas plants
were constructed during 1983—1985. Percentage
achievement of targets with respect to PC—I
targets works out to be 13% and 48%
respect ive 1 y.

iv) Training of Sanitation Promoters.

It was planned to train a total of 165 Water and
Sanitation Promoters and 10 Sanitation
Supervisors during 1983—1985. For the purpose,
four training courses were organized at the
Local Government and Training Institute Lalamusa
during 1983—1985. A total of 162 (88%) Water
and Sanitation Promoters, 76 females and 86
nales, were trained in these courses. No Sani—
tation Supervisor was however, trained in this
-eriod

Consolidated information regarding achievement of quanti—

fiable targets of the Punjab Sanitation Programne are

presented in Table 1.

II) Impact of the Punjab Sanitation Programme om Rural
Households.

Main focus of the impact study was to assess:

Knowledge and perceptions of the rural househoids

about the Punjab Sanitation Programme,their level of

awarenes~ about health, hygiene and environmental

sanitation, perceptions about benefits of latrines

and desire to built latrines, adoption of different

sanitation technologies by the target population,

and improvements in hygiene, health and environ—

nental sanitation.
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Important findings of Liie sLudy ijiclude:

1) Beneficiary households displayed overall better
understanding of the Punjab Sanitation Programme

than the non—beneficiary households. The
\ Sanitatfom Promoters and the members of the

Village Sanitatioii Committees (VSCs) played a
significent role in introducing the Punjab
Sanitatlon Programme among the rural househoids.

ii) The Punjab Sanitation Programme was noted to
have a positive impact in inculcating awareness
among the households about diseases spread by
human excreta, and various causes of diarrhoea.
The Programme however, did not seem to have any
perceptible impact regarding awareness about
water home diseases.

iii) A dominant majority of respondeiits perceived
house latrines to be generally useful and good,
for the household. ~4ost commonly attributed
benefit, for constructing a latrine, by all the
three type of respondents was its usefulness to
secure privacy for women. Other frequently
quoted responses regarding usefulness of
latrines were, ‘good for emergencies’,
‘convenient’, and ‘cleaner/hygienic’, in that
order.

iv) A large majority of the househoids expressed the
desire to construct house latrine. ilowever,
they could not do so mainly because of financial
constraints. They proposed to increase the
amount of ban for coiisLruction of latrines.

v) Educational achievements and level of income of
the househoids were noted to be positively
related with the adoption of sanitation
technology(ies) of the Programme. It was
further observed that the househoids with higher
standard of education or higher ]evel of income
were more likely to adopt the Punjab Sanitation
Programme.

vi) The Punjab Sanitation Programme had an overall
positive effects in reducing diarrhoea
complaints among rural housellolds. Frequencies
of diarrhoea complaints were noted to be
comparatively low among project village
households than those an~ongcon trol househoids.

8



vii) Studies regarding toilet habits, substances used
for cleaning after defecation, washing habits,
maintenance of water sources, and cleanliness
amd covering of drinking water containers
indicated that the Punjab Sanitation Programme
had an overall positive effect in improving the
hygiene practices of the rural popubation.
Specifically, toilet habits of benefici~ry
household menbers, particubarly fenales, were
observed to be madicalby improved than those of
other category househobds. Childrem were the
other most affected group in this regard. Among
the beneficiary households, about 96% wonen, 87%
children, 7% youngmen and 78% old men were
reported using latrines for defecation.

viii) Effects of the Punjab Sanitatioa Programme were
noted to be positive regarding proper disposal
of household garhage and waste water among the
beneficiary households. On the whole, the bene—
ficiary households maintained better sanitation

conditions inside and outside of their
residemces cornpared to non—beneficiary house—
holds. Village level comparison between project
and control vilbages further revealed that the
former had better environnental sanitation con—
ditions.

III) Management fc’rlmplementation.

Important areas of study to evaluate management for

implenentation of the Punjab Sanitation Programme

included: policy formulation and planning for the

Programme, selection of villages, roles and

responsibilities of different functionaries and

their levels of understanding of their respective

roles, levels of effort input by different

functionaries, modes and levels of coordination at

intra and inter agency levels, field supervision,

progress nonitoring, naintenance of Progranme record,
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bottlenecks/problems faced by different functiona—

ries in execution of the Programme and their pro—

posed solutions. A number of functionaries involved

in planning, administration, execution, progress

monitoring and training Programmes of technical

staff, from Local Government and Rural Development

Department, District Councils, UNICEF and the Local

Government Training Institute, Lalamusa, were inter—

viewed for the purpose. The study highlights the

following important findings:

i) Lack of proper planning and progranming for
implementation affected overall performance of
the Punjab Sanitation Programme. Detailed
policy guidelines regarding its execution,
supervision of work, coordination, progress
nonitoring, financial management and record
maintenance were not properly formulated.

ii) Institutional framework for implementation of
the Punjab Sanitation Programme was weak.
Achievement of the Programme generally owe to
personal interest taken by some of the officials
and diligent efforts of the Sanitation Prono—
ters. The Provincial Office of the Local
Government and Rural Development Department
could not maintain effective control during the
course of implenentation of the Programne.

iii) Late preparation and approval of
created severe policy problems. It
structed the process of absorption of
Promoters in the Local Government
Development Department.

iv) Overall level of effort input by
functionaries was moderate.

v) Level of coordination among the
ctionaries was generally good
Fiowever, level of coordination
taries of Union Councils and

PC—I Form
also ob—

Sanitation
and Rural

Programme fun—
or moderate.

between secre—
the Sanitation

S;

different
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Promoters was reported to be deficient. Level
of coordination between two Project Assistants
of UNICEF and the concerned Programme Officer
was also unsatisfactory. Lack of coordination
among the field staff affected overall
efficiency of the Programme.

vi) Quality of progress monitoring was not upto the
mark throughout the course of implementation of
the Punjab Sanitation Programme.

vii) Ten most commonly encountered problems during
execution of the Punjab Sanitation Programme
included: illiteracy, newness of the Programme,
lack of coordination among field staff, smaller
amount of ban, lack of training of field staff,
less effective leadership, no incentives for
Secretaries and members of VSCs, lack of co—
operation from the target population, cultural
reasons and conflicts/local politics in
the target villages, in that order.

IV Financial Appraisal

Total planned capital cost of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme (PSP) for the period 1983—1985 was Rs.

18,889,760.0, envisaged to be financed jointly by

UNICEF and the LG&RDD. Share of the latter was very

small, Rs. 476,000.0 (2.51%). UNICEF spent a total

amount of Rs. 18,056,419.0 during 1981—1986. Total

Expenditure for the period 1983—1986 was Rs.

14,756,119.0; Rs. 5,243,500.0 for Denionstration

work, Rs. 6,414,000.0 for Revolving Fund, Rs.

1,023,190.0 for Training Programme of Technical

Staff and Rs. 275,429.0 for Salaries of the Sanita—

tion Promoters. The LG&RDD could not contribute its

share of finances.
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Provincial head office of the LG&RDD was not in—

volved in financial matters of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme. UNICEF funds were directly released to

the Chairmen of District Councils, the Project

Directors.

Financial appraisal of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme entailed an indepth review of financial

management, focussing on identification of strengths

and weaknesses of the overall financial management

system, and utilization and performance of demon—

stration and revolving funds. Consolidated village—

wise financial data was not previously available in

any of the concerned offices, Government or UNICEF.

The study, besides overall management and financial

appraisal also comtributes in establishing a compme—

hensive financial profile of the Programme.

Main findings of the study include:

i) Proper methods/principles of accounting were not
followed in handling PSP accounts.

ii) All the ADLGs responded that there was no lead
time in receipts and disbursement of funds while
21% of the Project Managers and 29% of Secre—
taries of UCs. said otherwise. The opinions of
the ADLGs were found to be biased. The cash
books were not generally maintained and the bank
pass books were not updated regularly in most of
the cases. It was therefore, not possihie to
find out the amount of time imvolved in receipts
and disbursement of furids at different hier—
archical levels. It was observed that owing to

12



lack of dear policy about the interest eamned
on PSP funds, there might have been a tendency
among sone of the functionaries to delay disbur—
sal of funds.

iii) Different villages were albocated different
amounts of money for denonstration work as well
as for Revolving Fund. Amount of funds albo—
cated for denonstration work to project villages
varied from less than Rs. 7,000.0 to Rs.
51,500.0 while the amount of Revolving Fund
varied from less than Rs. 12,000.0 to Rs.
44,000.0. Main reasons for albocating different
amounts to different villages, propounded by the
ADLGs and the Secretaries of U.Cs. , were the
size of the village, magnitude of planned
targets, reconmendations of superiors and poli—
tical considerations.

iv) Out of 301 villages, selected during 1983—1986,
52 villages utilized excess amount of demonstra—
tion fumds compared to PC—I Fomm ~ost estiniates.
Total amount incurred in excess of PC—I cvst
estimates was Rs.507,75l.0. An amount of
Rs.89,348.0, meant for demonstration work was
found to be lying un—utilized in these villages.

v) Amount of ban given to households, for con—
struction of latrines, varied from less than Es.
250.0 to more than Rs. 1,000.0. Proposed amount
of ban, Rs. 300.0, was considered less by the
households. The VSCs tended to give higher
amounts of ban to the individual househoids.

vi) An amount of Rs. 1,080,171.0, 15% of the total
Revolving Fund received by the Secretaries of
U.Cs., was reported to have been repaid in 23%
of the total villages. Data about repayment of
ban in case of District Rawalpindi appears
exaggerated. -

Number of households who had returned the ban
om were returning ban was conparatively small.
Most of the house—hoids paid back the money in
installments. Majority of the households paid
Rs. 50.0 as monthly instaliment.

About 40% of VSCs reported that they did not
recover any amount of the momey loaned to house—
hol ds.

13



Level of satisfaction regarding operation
(recovery) of Revolving Fund was observed to be
generally bow amomg the concemned functionaries.

V. Training and Job Performance of Sanitation Promoters

In view of the significamce of robe of Sanitation

Promoters in the overall performance of the Punjab

Sanitatiom Pmogramme, a detaibed evaluation of the

training programme and it relevance to vamious field

operations was undertaken. Main topics dealt in the

study incbuded: Sebection criteria of Sanitation

Promoters, curriculum and course contents of the

training programme at LGTI, bevels of training and

skibbs of Sanitation Promoters for their role,

general working conditions, frequency of visits to

the vilbages and average pemiod of stay, nam acti—

vities during field visits, pace of work and level

of efforts, quality of work in field operations,

perceptions about achievement of Sanitation Promo—

ters and their usefulness and various pmoblens

encountered during field activities of the Sanita—

tion Pronoters.

Mamn findings of the study are given as below:

i) Almost all the Sanitation Promoters were satis— -

fied with the quality and comtents of the
course, 100% with theory and 95% with pmactical
work. A dominant majority of the Sanitation
Promoters was also found to be satisfied with
the teaching methods, methods of performance

14



evabuation (examinations), capabibity of in—
structors/teaching staff and general adminis—
tration of the training progranme. About 42% of
the Sanitation Promoters considered that the
amount of stipend was inadequate.

A large majority of the Sanitation Promoters
also considered that the length of the training
programme, one month theory and two month prac—
ticab work, was sufficient.

ii) A large majority of the members of the village
Sanitation Committees (82%) considered that the
Sanitation Promoters were good or very good in
interacting with the rural households. However,
the Project Managers had disparate opinions in
this respect. About 43% of them considered that
the Sanitation Promoters were good or very good
while more than half of the Project Managers
responded that the Sanitation Promoters were
deficient in interaction with the rural popuba—
tion.

iii) Sanitation Promoters’ effectiveness in motiva—
tional work was generally rated above average by
most of the concerned ADLGs and the Project
Managers.

iv) A majority of the members of village Sanitation
Committees as well as the Project Managers con—
sidered that the Sanitation Promoters had
generally good or very good bevel of technical
skibls to execute the Punjab Sanitation
Programme.

v) Abilities of the Sanitation Promoters to coordi—
nate various fiebd activities were rated to be
good or very good by majority of the members of
the Village Sanitation Committees (82%). The
ADLGs also judged them above average. About 67%
of the ADLGs considered them good while the
renaining 33% as average.

Among the Project Managers, about half of
them rated the Sanitation Promoters as good or
very good, about 14% as average while about 21%
as deficient in coordinating various field acti—
vities. The remaining (14%) of the Project
Managers did not respond.

vi) Majority of the ADLGs as well as Project
Managers considered that the Sanitation Promoter
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had generally above average level of performance
in execution and supervision of various field
activities. None of the ADLCs considered them
deficient in this case.

However, the Sanitation promoters were rated
average in progress monitoring of various field
activities.

vii) Most of the respondent households informed that
the Sanitation Promoters, males as well as
females, visited their viblages om fortnightby
or monthby basis.

The Sanitation Promoters who visited the Project
Villages more frequentby generally stayed for
besser duration of time (4 hours or less). Om
the other hand the Sanitation Promoters visiting
with less frequency stayed for bonger time
period (full day or more).

viii) About two third of the Sanitation Promoters were
satisfied with the overall working conditions
while the remaiming expressed otherwise. Main
reasons for dissatisfaction with the working
conditions were highlighted as absence of
conveyamce facility, insecure service, insuffi—
cient salary and delays in receipts of sabaries.

Absence of transport facibities for the
Sanitation Promoters was considered as the most
acutely felt field problem. Sebection of pro-
ject villages at dispersed bocations, inadequate
public transport facilities om certain routes
and sometimes ‘katcha’/difficult road conditioms
further accentuated this problem.

VI Technicab Appraisab of Latrines, Biogas Pbants and
Water Cisterns.

Key aspects and main issues addressed in technical

appraisab of latrines, biogas units and water cia—

terms broadly incbuded:

a) Brief description of the processes involved in
operation of the imstalled water and sanitary
units;

S
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b) Assessmemt of the overall functional utility and
effectiveness of the samitary installations;

c) Identificatiom of problems, imadequacies,
bottlenecks related to the design, operation and
fumctiomal performance of the sanitary instabla—
tions and laying down the suggestions to improve
the situation;

d) Assessment of outputs and user’s satisfaction
levels

e) Preparation of data base for most commonby used
construction materials

f) Estimates of pertinent design parameters, and
comparison with the standard criteria.

Important fimdings of the study are as below:

Latrimes

i) More than half of latrines are connected to
soakage pits with impervious mortar laid brick
masonry walls instead of recommended open
jointed masonry to abbow percolation through
side wabbs and with open base (52.4%) or
granular (brick ballast or gravel) base (47.6%).
In soakage pits, both the functions of sludge
settlimg, storage and decomposition and subsur—
face disposal of biquid contents are combined,
in the same unit with the result that percola—
tion through base tends to decrease with the
deposition of sludge since finer sludge par—
ticles penetrate and cbog the umderlying soil
pores.

ii) Septic tanks or irnpervious pits have been
installed in 46% of the cases, about 33% of
these without any outfbow. This indicates under—
utibization of the facilities.

iii) Adequacy of water is prime factor in increasing
the functiomab utility of latrimes. It is re—
quired for post defecation ablution, pour—
flushing of excreta through water trap and fre—
quent cbeaning of batrine floors. Owing to non—
availabibity or shortage of water, under utibi—
zation of latrimes has been reported in 14% of
the cases. In most of such cases, the sources
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of water, mainly webls, were bocated
at distances more than 90 meters from houses.

iv) The problem of faecab smeils in latrines, was
reported in 8% of the cases. It was found to
be primariby associated with the practice of
direct connection of W.C. Pan with tank/pit
without any intervening water seal and back of
interest om part of users, to clean the latrine
regularly.

v) In 17% of the cases, W.C. Pans were reported to
be undersized, resulting in spbashing out of
human excreta.

vi) In 18% of the cases, the batrines were found
without doors.

B Biogas Pbants

i) A number of pbants (57% of sample plants) were
found to be cbosed and not in working condi—
tions. Main reasons responsible for cbose down
of plants, in ranking order of significance,
were studied as bow initiab and subsequent gas
yields possibly due to lack of adequate dung
quantities (29%), lack of interest om part of
the consumer to feed and maintain the plant
(24%), sometimes due to availabibity of alter—
mate gas supply, low gas yields due to winter
Season (b8%) and gas leakage from invert drum
(6%). Some of the plants (23%) were found to be
incomplete since invert steel drums were not
provided by the concerned functionaries.

ii) Some of the common faults, related to the con—
struction features of plants, were found to be
instablation of light gauge (22) steel sheets
for invert drums instead of heavy gauge (16),
absence of central partition wall to isolate
digested slurry from raw waste input, provision
of effluent slurry pipes at liquid level instead
of from’bottom of digester and instabbation of
flat top invert drum instead of conicab roof.

iii) Latrines were not connected to the biogas
plants. The pbants were solely fed by the
animal dung.
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iv) The gas supply rates that cbosely rebate to
available gas pressumes, considered satisfac—
tomy, from user’s point of view, are in range of
450 to 525 litre per hour. In a few cases,
users’ have shown dissatisfaction with the gas
pressures, avaibable for cooking.

v) In all the reported cases, effluent slurry was
being used for soil conditmoning and fertiliza—
tion of cultivated land. About 38%
of the users disposed the sbumry directly off to
the soil while the remaining 62% treated it
before using for fertilization. The methods of
treatment were sun drying (38%) and composting
(62%).

C Ram Water Cistemns

i) Ramn water cisterns were generally used as an
altemnate source. The comsumers were generally
found satisfied with the qualmty of cistemn
water. Cistern water was not used for drinking
purposes. Most of the households pmefermed well
water for drinking pumposes. The households
considered that the water cisterns contributed
to reduce inconvenience mesutling from fetching
water from distant primary sources.

ii) Functionimg of water cisterns was generally
reported satisfactory.

Policy Guidelines

In the light of findings and observations of the evalua—

tion, the folbowing main policy guidelines are proposed

for considerationbefore relaunching the Punjab Sanitation

Programme:

i) Estabbishment of strong data bases about pro-
ject performance at diffement hierarchical
bevels, UNICEF, provincial, district, markaz,
union council and village levels, is vitab for
realistic and pragmatic policy formubation.
This is also important to maintain effective
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management control on vammous operations of the
Punjab Sanitation Progmamme. Effective measuras
nood to be introduced for systematic cobbection
and compilation of Programme data. At Pro—
vinciab/UNICEF level, we mecommend creation of a
computerized data base (dbase III om RBaseV on
a suitable micro computer would suffice).

ii) Detaibed planning, progmamning and effective
pobicy framework for executmon, coordmnation,
monmtoring and admmnistmation is imperative
before mmplementation of the Punjab Sanitation
Programme.

iii) PC—I Form must be approved befome restarting the
Programme. Government’s commitment to take
over the Programme needs to be made more expli—
cit in the PC—I Form. Pobicy guidelines regar—
ding absorption of Sanitation Promoters, types
of institutionab arrangements necessary for
independemt handling of the Punjab Sanitation
Programme, sources/generation of funds for
demomstration work as well as for the ban
schemes, after the withdrawabof UNICEF, to carry
out the Programme in new viblages should be
clearby specified.

iv) The field staff attached more importance to
instalbation of batrines. Other sigmificant
aspects of the Programme were rather bow key.
The Programme should ensure adequate attention
towards improving awareness of the househobds

regarding heabth, hygiene and environmentab
sani.tation.

v) The Punjab Sanitation Programme was generably
popular among the affbuemt households. Emphasis
should be given to involve other bower income
househobds as well.

vi) Formab policy framework for fimanciab management
is imperative for effective and efficient utibi— -

zation of PSP fonds. Proper methods/principles
of accounting shoubd be fobbowed in handling PSP
accounts. Cash books and bedger accounts may be
maimtained at District, Markaz and Union Council
Levels. The bank pass books may be updated on
regubar basis and system of preparing bank me—
concibiation statements needs to be introduced.
Regubar submission of expenditure statements
shoubd be made mandatory.
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vii) Periodic auditing of PSP accounts should be
instituted. -

viii) A consisteni policy may be folbowed to allocate
funds to different villages.

ix) Demonstration funds bying un—utilized should be
recovered. Physical inspection of demonstratio~i
latrines may be umdertaken to ensure that the
demonstration funds are utilized as reported.

x) The amount of ban sanctioned for installation
of latrines, Rs. 300.00 per household, is consi—
dered to be less by majority of the househobds
This shoubd be increased.

xi) Before disbursing funds to the districts each
years, the Project Directors may be required to
submit a comprehensive performance report of the
Programme abready under execution, expenditute
statement of the amount spent during the pre—
vious year and planning and programme for action
for the coming year.

xii) Provinciab office of Rural Development
Department should play more active role in
supervision of PSP operations.

xiii) Strong measures should be taken to absorb the
Sanitation Promoters in the Local Government
and Rural Devebopment Department.

xiv) In addition to regular progress monitoring of
routine operations, it is recommended that the
Programme has an inbuilt system of periodic
evaluations. The evaluations may be of two
types:

a) Internal Evaluations
b) External Evabuations

Internal evaluations may be carried out by the
Sanitation Promoters and the supervisory staff.
They may be given necessary training in this
regard. External evaluations may be instituted
for comprehensive and more objective appraisal of
the overall Prograrume performance. The latter
should be a third party evaluation (through per—
sons external to the Programme implementation).

These evaluations besides giving useful insights
about the Programme performance would also facili—
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tate improvements/reorientations in pobicies and
programmes for gmeater efficiency and -

effectiveness of the Punjab Sanitation Programme.

-~

-J
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SECTION 1 1 NTRODUCTION

Sanitation facilities are iiiadequaLe in rurab areas of
1

Pakistan. In Punjab , onby 3% of the rural population

ha~ access to sanitation facilities and only 17% to
2

safe drinking water . General back of sanitary condi—

Lions in rural areas have contributed to high fncidence

of varlous infectious and parasitic diseases.

Diarrhoea is the most commoiily occuiiiig disease among

infants and children. On average a pre school child

gets five diarrhoea attacks in a year. it is the major
3

cause of death among infants and children . Nass

illiteracy, poverty and low level of awareness regar—

ding health, hygiene and environmentab sanitation prac—

tices among rural. populatioii furtlier aggravate the

situatjon. Conditions are considered to be worse in
4

less deveboped “barani” districts of the province.

1— Largest Provin~e of the country with a population
of 47.18 millions (1981 Census).

2— PC—I, Punjab Sanitation Programme, Government of
the Punjab (1983).

3— Planning & Devebopmeiit Division, Government of
Pakistan, Diarrhoea Survey, 1984.

4— Rainfed Districta.
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The Punjab Sanitation Programme (PSP), primariby a bow

cost sanitation inprovement project relying en

community based activities, was launched with the

general aim to meduce incidence of diarrhoea and

other diseases caused by insanitary conditions, in the

rural areas of “barani” dlstricts. It comprlsed of two

components: the software and the hardware.

Main functions performed as a part of the software

component generably pertained to creation of general

awareness regarding heabth, hygiene and envirommental

sanitation among the rural masses, transfer of techni—

cal know how, for proper disposal of human and animal

excreta, community organization and establishment of

Revo~1ving Fund. The hardware componenta, om the other

hand emphasised installation of various water and

sanitation technologies, latrines, biogas plants, soak—

pits and water cisterns, for household as well as

demonstration purposes. BoLh components being mutually

supportive, necessitated careful planning and coordima—

tion for effective and expeditious reabization of Prog—

ramme objectives. A total of 162 Sanitation Promoters,

76 mabes and 86 females, were trained to execute

various fleld activities of the Programme. Out of

these, 110 ~Sanitation Promoters were empboyed in the
1

six districts to impbernent the Pmogramme . -

1— ~he last bntch of 43 Sanitation Promoters completed
trainimg when the stipulated execution time of the
Progmamme was near compbetion. The services of - this
baich therefore, could not be utilized. -
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During its first two years, 1981—1982, the Punjab Sani—

tation Programme operated as a pilot project in a few

villages of three districts, Jhelum, Rawalpindi and

Attock. It was expanded considemably, in scope and

extent, during 1983—1985. As per its PC—I Form

approved by the Government of the Punjab, the Programme

was planned to be launched in 470 vilbages of five
1

“barani” districts, Jhelum , Rawalpindi, Attock, Mian—

wall and Dera Ghazi Khan. Pbanned physical targets for

these villages inciuded:

1) Construction of 940 demonstration latrines in
schools, women centres and health institutions;

ii) Construction of 32900 household latrines through
establishment of Revolving Fund in the project
villages;

iii) Construction of 940 soakpits; and
lv) Installation of 470 biogas plants.

Local Government and Rural Devebopment Department

(LG&RDD) and the Local Government Councils, Government

of the Punjab, were jointly responsible for Planning,

execution, supervision and monhtoring of various acti—

vities of the Programme. UNICEF, besides assisting in

the above activities, provided funds for implementation

of the Programme and training of Sanitation Promoters

and other technical staff. Execution of the Programme

was discontinued in March 1986, after completion of

1— District Jhelum wa~sbifurcated into two districts:
Jhelum and Chakwab In 1985. The ~rogramrne therefore,
his been implemented in mix districts.
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stipulated time. Before relaunchhng, UNICEF deemed it

-appropriate to undertake review and evabuation of its

varhous compoflentS.

1.1 Evaluation of the Punjab Sanitation Progra.inme

Evaluathon of the Punjab Sanitation has been conducted

employlng a multhdisciplinary approach. Detailed

design of the study was prepared in the light of Eva—

luation objectlves specifled in the Terms of

Reference.

1.1.1 Evaluation Objectives

Broad objecthves for evaluation of the Punjab Sanita—

tion Programme, as outlhned in the Terms of Reference,

i ncluded:

1— Evaluation of the functioning of the Punjab Sanh—
tation Progranme whth respect to its implementa—
tion and coordination betweem the various groups
involved at the provincial, district, markaz,
union council and village levels. Ideritification
of the probbems that existed in such coordination,
their causes and the effects that they had on the
functioning of the Programme. Special attention

• was to be given to the analysis of the operatiori
of the sanitation promoters, the village sanita—
tion comrnhttees and the female motivathon teams
created by the promoters.

2— Study of the appropriateness of the technology
intrôduced and to suggest, if necessary, changes
oralternatives to improve the design.

3— Evaluatlon of the effectiveness and efficiency of
the revolvlng fund.

4— Suggestions for going to scale and to transfer the
project to the Government.
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1.1.2 Organization of the Evaluation Study:

Evaluathon of the Punjab Sanitation Programme has been

done in three sequential stages, each stage carefully

planned and coordinated. Cbose coordinathon was mahn—

tained with UNICEF throughout the coumse of this

assignment. The three stages of the study include:

Stage 1: Establishment of Coniprehensive Data Base

and Design of Evaluation Methodology.

Stage II: Completion of six in depth sector stu-
dies to evaluate different components of
the Punjab Sanitation Programme. These
included:

Report 1: Achievement of Quantifiable
Target

Report 2: Impact on Rural ~Iouseholds.

Report 3: Management for Implementation.

Report 4: Financiab Appraisab.

Report 5: Training and Job Performance
of Sanitation Promoters.

Report 6: Technical Appraisal of Latrines,
Biogas Units and Water Cistemns.

Stage III:Synthesis of findings and policy impbi—
cations of the six sector studies in a
consolidated form in the Final Report.

This document, the Final Report, entails ten sections.

Besides, an executive summary of the evabuation study

has been presented nt the beginning of this report.

Chapter—1 presentsa brief introduction of the Punjab

Sanitatlon Programme and au outline of evaluation
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study. Chaptem 2 describes salient features of evalun—

tion methodobogy adopted to undertake the study. Fiebd

è
investigations and preparation of indepth sector study

reports were instituted after approval of the evalua—

tion methodobogy. Section 3 to 8 highlight main [in—

dings of the important aspects of the above referred

six sector studies in that sequence. It has been
1

attempted not to reproduce massive supporting data

already referred In the six sector study reports. Only

the mest Important tables are presented In this report.

Section 9 of this report highlights a synthesis of

findings and observations of this Evaluation.

Recommendations and Policy Impbications, for future

planning and execution of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme, have been preserited in Section 10.

Evaluation of the Punjab Sanitation Programne, besides

presenting a detalbed and objective evaluation of its

various components also contributes in establishing a

comprehensive data base of the Programme. The collec—

ted information are considered to be useful for policy

formulation, target planning, and programming in case

of relaunching the Punjab Sanitation Programune . This

also sets the basis for maintalning effective control

1— A total of 187 tables, mostby cross tabulated, 25
detailed financial statements, and mix districts
maps, indicating location of the project villages,
have been presented in the mix sector study
reports.
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en various operations of the Programme, progress moni—

toring and future evaluatiori studies.
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SECTION - 2 EW~LUATI0NMETHODOLOGY

Methodobogy to evabuate the Punjab Sanitation

Programme was evolved keeping in view the Terrns of

Reference of the project and our proposal for

consultancy services. Avaibable literature and office

records of the concerned organizations, Government as

well as UNICEF, were reviewed before detailed designing

of the methodobogy. A prebiminary field visit to four

vibbages, three Marakiz and two district headquarters,

Jhelum and Rawalpindi, to get familiar with practical

field conditions as well as to be abbe to appreciate

the role of various functionaries involved in the pro—

cess of Prograinme implementation, was also made.

Besides, a number of UNICEF, Government and non

Government personnel including elected members of the

local councils were contacted and their views regarding

initiation, planning, impbementation, financial

management, coordination, supervisiori and monitoring of

the Progranme was taken. Extensive discussions were

also held with a section of the target population,

individuals as well as groups, to expbore the possible
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Report.

Details regarding sampling methodobogy, sample sizes

for different components of the study, method of data

collection and survey instruments used for collection

of data have been discussed in the Evaluation

Methodology Report. Specinens of sixteen survey

instruments; profommas, questionnaires, interview sche—

dules and observation sheets, used for collection of

primary data have also been appended in this report.

Sampling tlethodology and Sample Sizes

Sampling for different components of the evaluation

study was done keeping in view the objectives, scope

and extent of each component study. Uousehold surveys,

conducted to evaluate the impact of the Programme on

rumal population, were the mest extensive of all

investigations. Sampling for the impact study was done

at two levels, village level as well as household

level. To guard against selection biases and to attain

a fair representation of significant factoms,

stratlfied sanpling method was adopted. For other

~,tudies, random sampling om systematic random techni—

ques were used.

impacts of the Programme.Details of the preliminamy

surveys have been presented in Pmeliminary Field Visit

2.1
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2.1.1 Village Sampling

It was decided to take a 10% sample of the project

viblages from each district. Accordimgly,

surveys/mnvestigations were conducted in a total of 41

vilbages in the six districts. Besides, twebve control

vlllages, at the rate of two villages in each district

were also surveyed. Thus a total of 53 vibbages were

studied to evaluate the Punjab Sanitation Programme.

Before sebection of villages for field studies, the

project viblages in each district were stratified

according to the bevel of achievement of physical

targets. This was done with a view to get useful

insights about various underbying factors responsible

for success om failure of the Programme in specific

category of villages and to search for possible

solutions for future. The project vilbages were stra—

tified on the basis of bevel of achievement of physical

targets regarding construction of household latrines.

Three cate~ories of project viblages, defined on the

basis of their success ranks, are bisted bebow:

(a) Success Rank One Villages (Sb)

These vilbages where target achievement was equal
to or higher than 50 percent.

(b) Success Rank Two Viblages (S2)

Those vilbages where tamget achievement was
between 25 to 49 percent.
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(c) Success Rank Three Villages (S3)

Those vibbages where target achievement was 24
percent or less. Vibbages with zero target
achievement were not considered for sampling.

Control villages were sebected on a purely random

basis. While selecting these viblages, it was attempted

to select those villages which had similar

characteristics as those of sampbed project villages.

Number of project and control viblages, with details of

success ranks, surveyed in each district, are given in

Table 2.

2.1.2 Household Sampling

As referred earlier, three types of households,

beneficiary households, non—beneficiary households and

control village househobds, were interviewed to study

the impact of the Punjab Sanitation Programme.

Selection criteria for each group of househobds was as

under :—

(a) Beneficiary Househobds

Ten percent of the total beneficiary househobds
from each category of sebected villages, Si, S2
and S3 were interviewed. For villages in S3 cate—
gory, it was decided to interview at least two
beneficiary households in case 10% sample size was
less than two househobds. Selection of the house—
holds for the interview in each village was done
by systematic random sampling method. In case of
even or dispersed distribution of beneficiary
househoids in a village, one beneficiary household
was interviewed from each lane or cluster. The
sebection of the lanes or clusters was done syste—
matically whibe the househoids in each lane were
selected on random basis. However, in case of
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lopsided distribution of beneficiary households er
where the ahove cri terion was not applicabbe, the
households were me] ected randonily.

(b) Non—Beneficiary iiouseholds

To enable a fair comparisoii between beneficiary
and non—beneficiary households, equal weightage
was assigned to the latter. ttccordingly, an equal
number of non—beneficiary households were
intervlewed from each category of project
viblages. The selecLion procedure for the non—
beneficiary househoids was the same as that for
bemeficlary househobds.

(c) Control Village ilousehoids

A total of ten households were interviewed from
each of the selected control villages. The
selection of the households was carried out on Ihe
basis of systematic random sampling principle as
in case of beneficiamy itouseholds.

Number of beneficiary, non—beneficiary and control
village househoids interviewed in Si, S2, S3 and

control villages are given in Tabbe 3.

2.1.3 Village Profiles

The questionnaire cum observation sheet designed to

collect Information for the village profiles were

filled In for each of Liie selected villages. Thus a

total of 53 questionmaire cum observatlon sheets were

filled in to prepare the village profiles of the

selected villages.

2.1.4 Interviews wlth Government., Non—Government and UNICEF
Personnel.

Number of interviews conducted with the Assistant

Directors Local Government, Project Manage,rs,

Secretaries of Union Councils, members of Village Sani—
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tation Committees, groups at village level, Chairmem of

District Councils, senior government officials, and

UNICEF staff are given in Table 4.

2.1.5 Information from Sanitation Promoters

About 110 trained Sanitation Promoters were employed to

implement the Programme in six dlstricts.Their services

were terminated upon completion of the stipubated time

period of the Programme. It was therefore, not possible

to contact them in person. A questionnaire was there-

fore, designed and mailed to 77 Sanitation Promoters,

males as well as females,in the six districts to get

relevant information. Out of these, 38 Sanitation

Promoters sent back the filled in questionnaires, the

sample size being about 35%.

2.1.6 Interviews with the Teaching Staff

A total 4 interviews were conducted with the teaching

staff concerned with the training of the Sanitation

Promoters. Two of these teaching staff members were

ex—empboyees of UNICEF and the remaining two were from

Local Government Training Institute, Lalamusa.

2.1.7 Proformas for Technical Appmaisal of Latrines, Bio—gas
Units and Water Cisterns.

District wise sample sizes of latrines, biogas plants

and water cisterns are given in Table 5.
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2.2 Collection of Data and Survey Instruments

For comprehensive evaluation of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme, sixteen types of survey instruments,

proformas, questionnaires, interview schedules and

observation sheets were designed to collect relevant

information for different components of the study.

Questions contained in these survey instruments were

closed as well as open ended. The survey instruments

mainly comprised of:

(i) Proformas for Collection of Basic Information
from Assistant Directors Local Government.

(ii) Proformas for Collection of Basic Information
from Secretaries of Union Councils.

(iii) Questionnaire cum Observation Sheet for
Village Data.

(iv) Questionnaire and Observation Sheet for Bene—
ficiary Households.

(v) Questionnaire and Observation Sheet for Non—

Beneficiary Househoids.

(vi) Questionnaire and Observation Sheet for Con-

trol Village Flouseholds.

(vii) Interview Schedule for Assistant Director

Local Government.

(viii) Interview Schedule for Project Managers.

(ix) Interview Schedule for Secretaries of Union
Councils.

(x) Interview Schedule for Chairmen/Members of
Village Sanitation Committees.

(xi) Questionnaire for the Sanitation Promoters.

(xii) Interview Schedule/Structured Talk for Group
Meetings at Village Level.
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(xiii) Interview Schedule/Structured Talk for Chair—
men District Councils/Senior Government
Officials/ UNICEF Staff and Teaching and
Training Staff at LGTI Lalamusa. Mest of the
questioms in these interview schedules were
open emded. Some of the questions required
probimg on the part of interviewer.

(xiv) Proformas cum Observation Sheets for Techni—
cal Appraisal of Latrines Construction and
functioning of Latrines.

(xv) Proformas cum Observation Sheets for Techmi—
cal Appraisal of Biogas Plants.

(xvi) Proformas cum Observation Sheets for Techni—
cal Appraisal of Water Cisterns.

Method of data collection with each survey instrument,

type of information to be collected from different

respomdents or sources of information have been des—

cribed in the Evaluation Methodobogy Report.
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SECTION — 3 ACHIEWEMENT OF QUANTIFIA1~LETARCETS

Quantifiable targets of the Punjab Sanitation Programme

inciuded number of Marakiz, Union Councils and villages

selected for implementation, numbers of latrines, soak—

pits, biogas plants and water cisterns, constructed for

demonstration as well as for individual households, in

the selected villages and the number of Sanitation

Promoters trained for implementation of the Programme.

To appraise quantifiable targets, actually realised

targets were compared with the planned targets of the

Programme.

Complete information about achievement of targets in

the selected villages was not readily available from

the concerned provincial and district offices of the

LG&RDD or UNICEF. First step after undertaking the

evaluation study was therefore, to establish a compre—

hensive data base of the Programme. Information

regarding target achievement were collected from:

available project documents, office records of UNICEF

and the LG&RDD, Punjab, Assistant Directors Local
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Government in the six districts and the Secretaries of

Union Councils concerned with the Punjab Sanitation

Programme.

Data from the ADLGs and Secretaries of Union Councils

was collected through a set of proformas, specifically

designed for each respondent group, sent to them

through Director Planning, LG&RDD, Lahore. Retrieval

of these proformas was a cumbersome experience and

involved considerable time and effort. This has been a

project in itself. However, it was an opportunity to

learn, through first hand experience, about effective—

ness of coordination at different levels of the Rural

Development Department, efficiency of the concerned

staff and the system of maintaining project record at

different hierarchical levels.

1

With the exception of one markaz , data regarding
achievement of targets was received from all the

concerned offices. The data being detailed and uptodate

was adopted to evaluate quantifiable targets of the

Punjab Sanitation Programme. 1-lowever, it needs to be

pointed out that the information about achievenent of

targets have been supplied by these functionaries whose

work performance was also linked to the level of

success of the Programme. This might have influenced in

quoting exaggerated figures in certain cases. Limited

1— Hassanabdal Markaz, District Attock.
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time for field investigations and rcon—availability of

Sanitatiom Promoters did not pernit a detailed

verification of the reported data.

Before appraisal of quantifiable targets, the planmed

targets for the Punjab Sanitation Programme deserve a

brief mention.

3.1 Planned Targets

Cognizance of factors like capability of the executing

agency, expertise of the staff responsible for

implementation, budgetary resources, the time frame and

the potentials and constraints of the programme in the

light of prevailing local conditions is of fundamemtal

importance for planning realistic targets of a

programme. Targets for the Punjab Sanitation Programme

were fixed mainly keeping in view the financial resour—

ces. Factors like lack of experience in handlimg simi—

lar projects by the executing agemcy, the Rural

Development Department, or the half hearted attitude of

some of its staff to take up a time intensive project

with no incentives, in addition to their already busy

schedule of work, do not seem to have been given due

we±ghtagewhile planning the targets. Furthermore, no

feasibility study er amy indepth evaluation of the

already executed pilot project was conducted before

fiximg the targets of the programme. In the light of
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these factors the planned targets of the Programme,

specified in PC—I Form, therefore, appeared ambitious

3.2 Spatial Coverage of the Punjab Sanitation Programme

The Punjab Sanitation Programme has been operating as a

pilot project in three districts, Jhelum, Rawalpindi

and Attock, during 1981 and 1982. As per PC—I Form,

the Programme was to be extended to five districts from

1983 to 1985. Accordingly two more districts, Mianwali

and Dera Ghazi Khan were added to the programme during

1983—1984. In 1985, Jhelum district was bifurcated

into two districts, Jhelum and Chakwal. The Programme

therefore, has been implemented in six districts,

Jhelum, Chakwal, Rawalpindi, Attock, Mianwali and Dera

Ghazi Khan. Details regarding coverage of Marakiz,

Union Councils and villages in the six districts are as

follows :—

3.2.1 Number of Marakiz and Union Councils covered under the
Programme

According to the PC—I Form, the Punjab Sanitation

Programme was to be implemented in a total of 55

Marakiz during 1983—1985; 17 Marakiz in 1983, 19

Marakiz in 1984 and 19 Marakiz in 1985. Total target

for the Union Councils, to be covered under the

Programme in these years, was 171. Out of these 51
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Union Councils were to be covered in 1983 and 60 Union

Councils each year in 1984 and 1985. No guidelines

however, were given regarding nunber of Marakiz and

Union Councils to be covered in each district. Number

of Marakiz and Union Councils covered upto 1986 are

given in Table 6.. For details regarding district wise

coverage of Marakiz and Union Councils, refer Table 2

and Table 3 of Report 1 : Achievernent of ~uantifiable

Targets.

TABLE 6: YEARWISE COVERAGEOF MARAKIZ AND
UNION COIJNCILS

~7
No

Year Marakiz Union Councils

Target Achieve-
ment

%age Target Achieve—
ment

%age

1

2

3

4

5

6

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

—

—

17

19

19

—

2

12

17

10

3

—

—

—

100.00

52.63

1579

—

—

—

51

60

60

—

2

30

55

65

34

5

—

—

107.8

108.3

56.7

—

7 Total 55 30 54.6 171 159 93.0

Total number of Marakiz covered under the Programme

are 44 out of which 30 Marakiz, 55 % of the PC—I

target, were covered during 1983 to 1985. Total number

of Union Councils covered in these Marakiz were 191.

Out of these, about 159 Union Councils, 93% of PC—I

target, were covered during 1983—1986.
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3.2.2 Number of Villages Covered under the Programme

Out of a total target of 470 villages, 80 villages were

to be covered in 1983, 150 villages in 1984 and 240

villages in 1985. Details regarding yearwise coverage

of villages, according to the data received from Secre—

taries of Union Councils, are given in Table 7.

Exhibit 1.

According to the data, a total of 301 villages were

selected for the Programme during the period 1983—1986.

Out of these, the Programme was launched in 230

villages with varying degrees of success. The

Programme achieved more than 50% of the given targets,

regarding construction of household latrines, in 124

villages while the number of villages with target

achievement of 25% to 49% and 1% to 24% were 53 in each

case. On the average, about 12—16 villages were

covered under the Programme each year in each dis-

trict. The Programme could not be launched in 71 of

the selected villages during 1983—1986.

3.3 Construction of Latrines, Biogas Plants, Soakpits and
Water Cisterns

The Programme envisaged to construct 940 demonstration

latrines, 32,900 household latrines, 940 soakpits and

470 biogas plamts during the three year period, 1983—

1985. There is no mention of water cisterns in the FC—I
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Form. However, water cistcrns were constructed as part

of the Programme. Details about achievement of targets

regarding latrines, biogas plants, soakpits and water

cisterns, are given In the following subsections.

3.3.1 Gonstructlon of Latrines

Two types of latrines, demonstrntion latrines and

household latrines, were planned to be constructed

under the Programme. The purpose of constructing the

demonstration latrines was to promote their usage among

rural people, to ed ucate Litem about thelr f unctioning

and to transfer technical know how to the local commu—

nity about the construction niethods. It was planned to

construct two demonstration latrines in each project

village. These latrines were to be constructed at

public places like schools, dispensaries er some other

community places. UNICEF provided funds while the Rural

Development Department was responsible, with assistance

from the Sanltation Promoters, for constructing these

latrines. Data about yearwise construction of demon—

stratlon latrlnesin the six districts, received from

Secretaries of Union Councils, is presented in Table 8,.

A total of 695 demonstration latrines were constructed

from 1981 to 1985 out of which 546 latrines were con—

structed during 1983—1985. As per PC—I Form targets,

percentage achievement of targets comes to be 58 %.
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According to the targets stnLed by the Secretaries of

Union Councils, 629 for 1983—1985, the percentage

achievement is 87 % while in the light of total

riumber of villages selected, @ 2 demonstration latrines

per village In 301 selected villages, percentage

achievement of targets works out to be 91 %. It may

further be noted from the table that the rate of con—

struction of these latrines increased from 1981 to 1984

but declined In 1985.

Household latrines were to be constructed by the

individual househoids from their own resources er by

taking a partial assistance from the Revolving Fund,

established for the purpose. According to PC—I Form,

It was planned to construct 70 household latrines in

each selected village. Details about yearwise

construction of household latrines In the slx

districts, as reported by Secretaries of Union Coun—

cils, are presented in Table 9.

A total of 10,281 household latrines were constructed

since 1981. Out of these, 8,187 latrines were

constructed during 1983—1985. Percentage achievement

of targets, with respect to different sources, regard—
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Ing construction of latrines are presented in TablelO.

TABLE 10 PERCENTAGE ACII1F~VENENT WITtE RESPECT
TO DIFFERENT TARGETS (1983—1985)

Category No. of Ftouseholds Latrines

Targets Achieve—
men t

Percentage

Data reported by Secre—
taries of Union Councils

PC—I Forni

Total number of
Selected Villages
(301 villages @
70 latrines/
village).

Total number of
villages where
programme was
executed (230
villages @ 70
latrines/village).

19,968

32,900

21,070

16,100

8,187

8,187

8,187

8,187

41.0%

24.88%

38.85%

50.85%

According to above referred table, the Programme

achieved 25% of total PC—I targets fixed for houseliold

latrines. jlowever, over—all achievements within the

project villages was 51% of the planned targets.

3.3.2 Construction of Soakpits, Biogas Plants and Water
Cisterns -

Consolidated data about construction of soakpits,

biogas plants and water cistern, as reported by the

Secretaries of the Union Councils, is presented in

Table 11.
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Table. 11 YEARWISE ~‘1STRIX’TION OF 53/~KP1TS,8I(Y~AS,PLNITS Al-It) WATER CISTERNS

Figure in parentheses relate to 1Y03—1906 data

-j

Category/Year

Denioristration Ilouoehold Total

Target Achievemen % age Targel Achieveineiit %age ToLal
Target

Total
Acliievement

Total
% ag~

Soa~plts

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

2

46

96

39

11

1

1

28

131

28

—

—

50

60.81

87.5

71.79

0.0

0

—

7

7

11

3

—

—

S

3

4

—

-

—

71.43

42.86

36.36

0

—

2

53

103

50

11

1

1

33

87

32

—

50

62.3

B4.~-

64.4”

—

—

Total
(983_1986)*

195
(147)

141
(112)

72.3
(76.2)

28
(21)

12
(7)

223
(33.3)(168)

153
(119)

60.4-0
(70.06)

Bioga3 Planis

1901

1982

1983

1981

1985

1986

2

47

68

106

78

9

2

45

58

93

43

4

100

95.74

85.29

87.74

55.13

44.41

—

10

14

13

15

—

—

8

7

12

7

—

—

80.0

50.0

92.30

46.66

—

2

57

02

119

‘3

9

2

53

65

105

50

4

100

92.Oij

79.2/

00.2-1

53.7C~

4-1.--L1

Total
(1983—1986) 310

(261)
245

(198)
79.03
75.9)

52
(42)

34 65.4 362
(26) (61.9) 303)

279
(224)

77~07
(73.93)

150.00

47.62

37.03

1G.t3

11.1 t

—

Water Cisterna

1981

1982

1983

- 1984

1985

1986

2

38

41

28

7

2

3

18

18

4

1

—

150.0

47.37

38.30

14.29

14.29

0

—

4

7

3

2

—

—

2

2

1

—

—

—

50.0

28.51

33.33

0

—

2

42

54

31

9

2

3

20

20

5

1

—

Total
(1983—1986) 124

(84)
44
(23)

35.5
(27.4)

16
(12)

5
(3)

31.25
(25.0)

110
(96)

49
(26)

35.ijO
(27.Nl)
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It has been observed that the reported targets about

the above referred technologies are not consistent with

those of the PC—I Form targets. Information about

target achievement in case of each technology

therefore, merit a brief discussion.

Soakpits and biogas plants were planned to be construc—

ted, by the Rural Development Departnent for demonstra—

tion purpose only. No targets were fixed to construct

these technologies at household level. Similarly,

there were no planned targets, demonstration or house—

held, for construction of water cisterns in the PC—I

Forrn. However, the data received from the Secretaries

of Union Councils about these technologies stated tar—

gets, with respective achievements, for demonstration

as well as for households categories. This implies

either lack of proper communication of targets to the

executing staff or a subsequent change of policy at

higher level. There was however, no evidence of the

latter in the office record. It may also imply misun—

derstanding or mi~reporting of facts by the Secretaries

of Union Councils. It was further observed that even

if the Secretaries of Union Councils deemed it

necessary to report household construction, of

soakpits, biogas plants and water cisterns, there was

still no basis of stating household targets.
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According to data referred in Table 1~J-, a total of 195

demonstration soakpits were planned to be constructed

during 1981 to 1985. Total number of soakpits

constructed during the period were 141 (72 %). The

targets and the achievements for the demonstration

soakpits for the period 1983—1985 were 147 and 112

(76 % ) respectively. Number of soakpits constructed

during 1983 were the highest. Rate of construction of

soakpits declined subsequently. No denonstration

soakpits were constructed in 1985 or later.

Reported targets and their achievements for household

soakpits were 28 and 12 (43 %) respectively. It was

observed that even the combined targets of demonstra—

tien and the household soakpits did not tally with

those of PC—I Forn targets. Total reported target for

demonstration and the household soakpits was 168 while

the total achievement was 119 (71 %).

As per PC—I, a total of 470 demonstration biogas plants

were planned to be installed during 1983—1985, on the

average one plant in each selected village. According

to reported data, Table 11, a total of 245 demonstra—

tien biogas plants were installed against a target of

310 during 1981—1986. The target for demonstration

units for the period 1983—1985 was reported as 261,

considerably less than that stipulated in PC—I Form.
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Number of demonstration biogas plants installed during

the period 1983—1985 were 198, about 42 % of the PC—I

Form targets.

Reported nunber of biogas plants constructed by the

households during 1983—1986 were 26 as against the

target of 42 for the same period. Even the combined

reported demonstration and household targets, 303 bio—

gas plants, were less than these stipulatd in PC—I

Form. Total number of biogas plants constructed in

demonstration as well as household categories during

l98l—1~86 were 279 out of which 224 plants were con—

structed during 1983—1986, the latter about 48% of the

PC—I targets.

There were no planned targets,to construct water

cisterns. [-(owever, according to Table 11, a total of 49

water cisterns were constructed for demonstration and

household purposes during 1981 to 1985 against

reported target of 140 for the same period. The data

revealed that a large number of water cisterns were

constructed during the period 1981—1983.

3.4 Training of Water and Sanitation Promoters

It was planned to train a total of 165 Water and

Sanitation Promoters and 10 Sanitation Supervisors

during 1983—1985. Accordingly, four training courses

were conducted to train the Sanitation Promoters at
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the Local Government Training Institute, Lalamusa.

Number of Water and Sanitation Promoters who completed

their training programme successfully are given in the

Table—l2 below:

TABLE 12 : N(JMBER OF WATER AND SANITATION PROMOTERS
TRAINED FOR THE PUNJAB SANITATION PROGRAMME

Training
Course

From To Number of Promoters
Trained

Males Fenales Total

lst
2nd
3rd
4th

15.3.1983
01.9.1983
15.3.1984
17.8.1985

15.06.1983
30.11.1983
31.05.1984
17.11.1985

28
14
16
18

16
25
20
25

44
39
36
43

Total: 76 86 162

A total of 162 Water and Sanitation Promoters, 76

females and 86 males, were trained for the Punjab

Sanitation Programme from 1983 to 1985. Besides, a

small nunber of Water and Sanitation Promoters belon—

ging to other provinces or organizations, were also

trained during the period. A total of about 110 Sanita—

tion Promoters were employed to implement the

Programme. The last batch of Water and Sanitation

Promoters completed training when the Programme was

about to be stopped. The services of this batch

therefore, could not be utilized for Programme

implementation. A brief course en Sanitation was also

offered to sub engineers. No Sanitation Supervisor was

however, trained during the period 1983—1985.

4
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SECTION — 4 IMPACT ON RURAL HOUSEHOLDS

Main focus of the impact study was to assess: knowledge

and perceptions of the rural househoids about the Pun—

jab Sanitation Programme, their level of awareness

about health, hygiene and environmental sanitation,

perceptions about benefits of latrines, desire to bui~d

latrines, adoption of different sanitation technologies

by the target population, and improvements in hygiene,

health and environmental sanitation practices. The

study did not attempt to measure the impact of the

Punjab Sanitation Programme en the health of the target

population.

Extensive data about above referred areas of study and

other related issues was collected from beneficiary,

non—beneficiar~,r and control village househoids , and

rigorously analysed. Household information, collected

from three categories of project villages, Success Rank

One (Si), Success Rank Two (S2) and Success Rank Three

(S3), were compared to delineate the impacts of the

Programme on rural population. To identify differen—

tials between project and non project villages, benefi—
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ciary and non—beneficiary househeld information,

collected from three categories of project villages,

were further compared with those of control village

household information. Details regarding various

impacts of the Punjab Sanitation Programme on the

target population have been presented in Repert 2:

Impact om Rural Households. This section highlights

only the important findings of the study.

Knowledge and Perceptions about Pumjab Samitatiom
Programme

Knowledge and perceptions of the rural households about

the Punjab Sanitation Programme were studied in terms

of their kmowledge about the existemce of the

Programme in the villages and their levels of umder—

standimg about the Programrne. Studies regarding impor-

tant sources of information about the Programme were

also undertaken.

Data collected from the sampled project villages

revealed that two thirds of the households knew about

the Programme. Among the bemeficiary households, the

percentage of households who knew about the Programme

was the highest in S1 villages and the lowest in S3

villages, as expected. However, it was noted that, 22%

of the total bemeficiary househelds did not know about

the Programme. This might be due to the reasom that the

cencerned households already had latrime and PSP fumc—

tionaries did not approach them or the heuseholds were
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givem materials/loans and were asked to construct lat—

rines but were not properly apprised about broad objec—

tives of the Programme.

Level of understanding about the punjab sanitation

rrogramme was found to be disparate among the rural

households. About half of the total households,

consisting two thirds of non—beneficiary households and

ome third beneficiary househoids, could not explain

salient features of the Programme. Among the

remaining, majority of households described it in terms

of latrine construction (25%) while 14%, 8% and 3% of

the respondents explained the Programme in terms of its

broader aus like overall upgradation of environ—

nent, sanitary improvement and introduction of hygiene

practices respectively. Of these, percentages of bene—

ficiary households were significantly higher than non—

beneficiary households in alnost all the cases. Varia—

tions in the level of understanding may be attributed

to a number of reasons such as expesure to different

sources of information, the interest taken and quality

of motivation werk by the concerned staff, the level

of education and prior awareness of the househoids

about sanitation.

Both beneficiary and non—beneficiary househoids

reported that the most important sources of information

about the Punjab Sanitation Programme were home visits
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of (i) Sanitation Promoters and (ii) members of village

Sanitation Committees. According to beneficiary

households, the Sanitation Premoters visited them two

er three tines more frequently than the members of

village Samitation Committees. Percentage responses

betweem two types of households also varied in case of

other sources of information.

4.2 Awaremess About Hygiene and Sanitation

The Punjab Samitation Programme attempted to inculcate

greater awareness of hygieme and sanitation related

issues among the rural masses. To guage its possible

impacts, studies concerning awareness of different

categories of households, in terms of knowledge of and

importance attached to various aspects of health,

hygiene and samitation, were conducted. The studies

were generally confined t6 the following nam aspects:

a) Knowledge of diseases spread by human excreta.

b) knowledge of causes of diarrhoea.

c) knowledge of water borne diseases.

d) knowledge of immumization against six childhood
diseases.

e) prioritization of nam sanitation problems of the
village and

f) Significance of sanitation related problems
compared to other village problems.
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Following subsections highlight important findings

of these studies:

~ 4.2.1 Knowledge of Diseases Spread by Human Excreta

Pattern of responses from all the three categories of

househoids, concerning their knowledge of diseases

spread by human excreta and the types of diseases

spread by human excreta revealed that the Punjab Sani—

tation Programme did make positive contributions in

this regard. Percentages of the households who respon-

ded positively, that human excreta spreads disease,

were 62% among beneficiaries, 48% among non—beneficia—

ries and 50% among control households.

Regarding knowledge of types of diseases spread by

human excreta, beneficiary househoids again exhibited

higher knowledge compared to non—beneficiary and con-

trol househoids. Conversely, percentages of househoids

who did not have any knowledge about types of diseases

spread by human excreta were significantly higher among

non—beneficiary and control househoids compared to

bemeficiary households. Nlajor diseases identified by

the households were diarrhoea, cholera and stomach

worms.

4.2.2 Knowledge Regarding Causes of Diarrhoea

Relatively smaller proportions of beneficiary and

non—beneficiary households responded to the question
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regarding causes of diarrhoea. Percentage responses of

control households were higher in this case. Of these

who responded about varieus causes of diarrheea,

bemeficiary households exhibited differemt pattern of

responses compared to non—beneficiary and control

households. Among the bemeficiary households, a signi—

ficantly higher percentage of the respondents identi—

fied bad water as the cause of diarrhoea. Their

respenses regarding insanitary latrime cenditioms and

dirty drains, as causes of diarrhoea, were

comparatively smaller. In contra distmnction, the

percentages of responses, mdentifyimg dmrty draims as

causes of diarrhoea, were proportionately higher among

nom—beneficiary and control households.

Overall comparison of pattern of responses, among bene—

ficiary, non—beneficiary and control households,

revealed that the beneficiary households had

proportionately better knowledge regarding the causes

of diarrhoea.

2.3 Awareness of Water BorneDiseases

All the three categories of households idemtified

diarrhoea, chronic mmdigestion, werms and cholera, in

that ranking order, as the mest common water—home

diseases. Percentages of total responses were the

highest among control househelds (98%) followed by

beneficiary households (95%) and non—beneficiary heuse—
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hoids (60%). Pattern of responses of project village

and control households, did not reveal any impact of

the Programme in this case.

4.2.4 Awareness about Immunization against six Childhood
Di seases

Overwhelming majority of respondents knew about immuni—

zation against six child—hood diseases, 97% of benefi—

ciaries, 96% of non—beneficiaries and 96% of control

househoids. There is no evidence to suggest any speci—

fic contribution of the Punjab Sanitation Programme to

this awareness.

4.2.5 Prioritization of Main Sanitation Problems

All the three categories of households were asked to

prioritize three major sanitation problems of their

respective villages. A total of six problems, lack of

drains, lack of water, unpaved village streets, ponds

of dirty water, lack of proper refuse disposal and lack

of household latrines, were identified. The

beneficiary, non—beneficiary and control househoids

exhibited highest degree of agreement in assigning top

priority to ‘lack of drains’. Considered in terms of

cummulated percentages, the beneficiary households

rated ‘waste—water in the streets’ as the second ‘and

‘unpaved streets’ as the third most important

problems. This however, was not observed to be so in

case of non—beneficiary and control househoids. Both
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of these respondents groups tended to agree in assig—

ning second and third priorities to ‘unpaved streets’

and ‘waste water in streets’ respectively. It may be

noted that in spite of certain apparent variatiens in

patterm of responses, the households primarily pointed

out somewhat similar sanitation problems. ‘Lack of

drains’ and the ‘water in the streets’ are two ver—

sions of the same problem i.e. lack of drains.

Low priority assigned to house latrmnes night be due

to the reason that the households did not comsider

these as the village level sanitation problem.

4.2.6 Sigmificance of the Sanitation Related Problems Con—
pared to other Village Problems

To study the sigmificamce of Sanitatiom related prob—

lems compared to other problems of villages, the house—

hoids, were solicited to rank nine commonly perceived

preblems of villages. These were: sanitation

(cleanliness ofstreets/disposal of garbage), drainage,

safe drinking water, pavement of access road (to

village), education, transport, pavement of lames,

health and electricity.

All the three categories of households, tended to agree

that ‘drainage’ was the mest important village problem.

However, the project village households and the control

households differed in rankimg second and third order

problems of the villages. The beneficiary and non—
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bemeficiary househelds rated ‘water’ as the second and

‘samitatiom’ as the third mest important preblem~. The

control households also identified the same problems

but with different ranking order i.e. ‘sanitatiom’ as

second and ‘water’ as third nest important problems.

‘Health’, ‘pavement of lanes’ and ‘electricity’ emerged

as other significant problems of villages in that

ranking order.

Om the whole, a dominant majority of the househoids

attached more importance to health and sanitatien

related problems e.g. ‘draims’, ‘samitation’, ‘health’

but there was not eneugh evidemce te discerm the

impact of the Programme among differemt categories of

households.

4.3 Perceived Bemefits, Desire to Build and Willimgness to
Pay for Latrmne.

4.3.1 Perceived Bemefits of Latrines.

A household’s desire for certain goeds er services is

generally positively correlated with its perception of

benefits/usefulness of the specific item. The intensity

of desire: for a specific goed er service imfluences its

willingmess to pay decisioms. With this premise,

househelds’ perceptions about the bemefits of construc—

ting a latrine were studied.

Studies regarding households perceptioms of benefits

for installing a latrine in the heuse revealed that a
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dominant majority of the respondents perceived house

latrines to be beneficial/useful. Most commonly attri—

buted benefit, for constructing a latrine, by all the

three types of respondents was its usefulness to secure

privacy for women. Other frequently quoted responses

regarding usefulness of latrines were: ‘good for

~merg~flcie5~, ‘convenient’ and ‘cleaner/hygienic’, in

that order. Overall pattern of responses of all the

three types of households was generally inderitical.

It is important to mention that the percentages of

househoids who perceived latrines as cleaner and hygie—

nic, were the highest aniong beneficiary households

(62%) followed by non—beneficiary (56%) and control

households (51%). The pattern of responses, regarding

cleanliness and hygienic aspects of the house lat—

rines, may be attributed to positive impact of the

Programme on the target population as this had been a

major area of emphasis during the course of education

and motivation of rural households.

4.3.2 Desire to Build a Latrine

A very large majority of non—beneficiary (87%) and

control househoids (85%) expressed the desire to build

latrine. The desire to build latrines among the

househoids was noted to be positively related with the

success rank of the villages. However, most of the

respondents from both categories of househoids main—
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tained that they could not instali a latrine from their

own sources. They proposed that the amount of ban

should be increased. The following sub section gives

further details in this regard.

4.3.3 Willingness to Pay for Latrines

Majority of the households who desired to install

a latrine also expressed their willingness to pay its

partial cost. Amomg nom—beneficiary househoids, about

85% of the respondents were willing to pay upto Rs.

1,000/—, 7% betweem Rs. 1,000/— to Rs. 2,000/— and

about 8% more than Rs. 2,000/—. Amorig control heuse—

hoids, percentages of respomdents willing to pay upto

Rs. 1,000/—, between Rs. 1,000/— to Rs. 2,000/— and

more than Rs. 2,000/— were 83%, 13% and 4%

respectively. Majority of the househoids’ willingness

to pay only a small amoumt of money, for construction

of latrines, may be attributed to their generally low

level of income. 1-lewever, the amount of nomey the

households are willing te pay considered with their own

labour input night be sufficient to cover a larger

preportien of the cost of constructing a latrine.

Appropriately designed ban policies for different

income greups, in the light of affordability and will—

ingness te pay capacities, might centribute to higher

rate of constructien of latrines. As patterns of

responses among non—beneficiary and control househoids

appeared identical, the Punjab Samitation Programme
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therefore did not seen te have a significant impact in~

this case.

4.4 Adoption of Water and Sanitation Technobogy

Te identify important socio—ecenemic characteristics of

households, likely to have mattered in adoption of

samitation technology(ies), four variables were

studied in detail. These were: size of the household

types of eccupation of the household members,

educational achievements of the household members and

income level of the househoids. Brief discussion about

each variable is presented as bebow:

4.4.1 Household Size

Relatively higher percentages of large households (with

10 er more nembers) accepted the Programme. Opposite

was true in case of smaller size households (less than

9 members). However, the rebationship between

acceptance and household size is net streng. The size

of household therefore, does not appear a streng deter—

minant in adoption of sanitation technology(ies) by

the househoids. It is more likely linked through ether

intermediate variables such as income.

4.4.2 Occupation

Higher

empboyed’

percentages of ‘salaried workers’, ‘self

and ‘other occupations’ accepted the

4
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Programme than the ‘agriculturists’. It was further

noted that the highest percentage of beneficiary heuse—

holds were salaried werkers refbecting education among

household members and more exposure to city life.

Pattern of occupational distribution thus suggested

that the households engaged in non—agriculture occupa—

tions were more likely to adopt sanitation

technobogy(ies) and vice versa. It also implied

that the Punjab Sanitation Programme was comparatively

more successful in influencing the nen—agricubturist/

salaried househoids in the project villages.

4.4.3 Education

In all the three categories of educational achievement,

‘literate but net primary’, ‘primary but not matric’

and ‘matric er higher degree’, the percentages of the

beneficiary households was higher than the non—benefi—

ciary households. This bed te infer that the

educational achievement of household members was posi—

tively related with the adoption of sanitation techno—

bogy(ies). of the Programme. Further, markedly higher

percentage of beneficiary househelds under the categerv

of ‘matric er higher degree’ inplied that the house—

hobds with higher standard of education had compara—

tiveby higher tendency to adopt the Programme.
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4.4.4 Income

Percentages of beneficiary househobds were signifi—

cantly higher than the non—beneficiary househobds par—

ticubarly in higher incone brackets i.e. annual

income of Rs. 12,001.0 to Rs. 36,000.0 and Rs. 36,000.0

and abeve. Percentage of beneficiary househobds

fabling in inceme bracket of Rs. 36,000.0 and more was

three times higher than that of non—beneficiary house—

hobds. In case of the bowest imcome categeries,

Rs.12,OOC or below, the percentage of nen—bemeficiary

househobds was significantby higher than the benefi—

ciary househobds.

Data about income distribution among beneficiary and

non—beneficiary households suggested that the Punjab

Sanitation Programme was comparatively more popular

among higher inceme househoids. It further, indicated

that the househeids with higher levels of income had a

higher tendency to adopt the Programmme ( as in case of

education, subsection 4.4.3).

In the light of information collected from Government

and UNICEF Officials, it may be mentioned that the

Punjab Sanitation Programme did not address any speci—

fic socio—economic group (socie—econemic targetting

not mentioned in the PC—I Form as well). Interviews

with the members of Village Sanitation Committees

further revealed that they generally extended boans to
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th&se househoids who were financially sound and were in

a positien te return it. This explains the reason for

bower percentage of beneficiary households in the

lowest income bracket.

4.5 Effects of the Pregramme en E-fealth, Hygiene and
Environmenta 1 Sanitatien

4.5.1 Health

To assess the effects of the Pumjab Sanitation

Programme en the health of household members, studies

regarding frequency of diarrhoea complaints, mest

affected age group, perceptiens about reduction in

diarrhoea cases after adoption of the Progranme recom—

mendations were undertaken.

It was observed that the household data about the above

referred factors, excluding the last, tended to follow

a set pattern in mest of the cases. Analysis of infor-

mation collected from all the three categories of

households suggested that the frequencies of diarrhoea

complaints were comparatively bower anong project

village househoids than these anong control heuse—

hoids. Within the project vilbages, the frequency of

diarrhoea complaints tended te be positively correlated

with the success ranks of the villages. It was there-

fore, implied that the Punjab Sanitation Programne

contributed to reduce diarrhoea cemplaints anong rural

househoids.
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According to the reported information, frequency of

diarrhoea complaint was lower among beneficiary

households (21% reported a case er more in the last

year) than non beneficiary (22%) and control househelds

(29%). Similarly, the subsets with higher frequencies

of diarrhoea complaint (once in 2—3 months er in

lesser time period) were larger among control heuse—

holds (9%) than project village househoids (7%). How—

ever, within the project villages, more beneficiary

households (8%) reperted frequent diarrhoea attacks

(once in 2—3 months) than nen—beneficiary househoids

(5%). This could be a function of more cognition of the

disease than actual higher incidence among beneficiary

households.

Data about incidence of diarrhoea among different age

groups revealed that children under 5 years were the

mest affected group. Percentages of househoids repor—

ting diarrhoea conplaints among children under 5 years

were 15% in the project villages and 19% in control

villages. Within the project villages, about 18% of

beneficiaries and 13% of non—beneficiaries reported

such cases. Percentage responses regarding incidence

of diarrheea among children of 6 — 10 years were 4% in

case of project village households and 6% in case of

control househoids. Within the Project Villages,

percentage responses of beneficiaries and non—benefi—
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ciaries reporting diarrhoea cases for this age group

were 2% and 6% respectively.

It is important to mention that a significantly higher

percentage of project village households considered

that the Punjab Sanitation Programme had a positive

impactim reducing diarrhoea complaints among household

nembers. Percentages of the beneficiary househoids who

perceived overall reduction in diarrhoea complaints,

were 96% in Sl villages, 95% in S2 villages and 87% in

S3 villages.

4.5.2 Hygiene

Studies regarding toilet habits, substance used for

cleaning after defecation, washing habits, maintenance

of water seurces, and cleanliness and cevering of drin-

king water containers indicated that the Punjab Sanita—

tien Programme had an overall positive impact in impro—

ving the hygiene practices of the rural population.

Toilet habits of beneficiary househoids members, parti—

cularly female members, were observed to be radically

different than these of other category households.

Ameng the beneficiary househoids, 96% women, 87% chil—

dren, 7% youngmen and 78% old men were reported using

latrine for defecation. Majority of the remaining

members used open fields to relieve themselves. None

of the members were reported using heuse compound for
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defecation. On the other hand, majerity of the non—

beneficiary and control households members used fields

for defecation. A significant percentage of these

household members, mainly women and children, were also

reported usirig heuse compound for defecation in certain

circumstances.

Reported data about substance used after defecation

indicated marked differences between beneficiary heuse—

hoids and the other households. Among the former, a

very high percentage of both adults and children, 96%

and 92% respectively, used water instead of mud/soil to

clean after defecation. Children were however, more

likely te use mud/soil compared to the aduits. The

non—beneficiary and control househoids nornally used

mud er soil for cleariing purposes.

About 92% of the beneficiary households considered

their cleaning practice hygienic while about 5% did

not know. However, about 62% of non—beneficiaries

considered their cleaning practice as hygienic. About

20% of them did not know whether the substance used was

hygienic er net. Among the control househeids, 58%

considered their cleaning practice as healthy while

about 24% of them did not know about it. The

beneficiary households therefore, appeared more hygieme

conscious than non—beneficiary er control househoids.
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Differences were noted in washing habits of different

categories of households. Majerity of the beneficiary

househoids reperted that they always washed hands be—

fore/after ceeking and eating. Percentages of non—

beneficiaries and control households were comparatively

bower, the latter being the bowest. Patterns of

responses about washing hands before and after milking

cattie were ebserved te be generally the same in all

the three categories of households.

Regarding proper naintenance of water sources and

cleanliness/covering of water containers, the project

village households appeared better than the control

househoids. With respect to maintenance of water

sources, the Project Village househoids were judged

superior te the control village househoids.

From the above discussion it may be concluded that the

beneficiary households had superier hygiene stan—

dards/practices than the non—beneficiary households and

project villages were better placed than the control

villages.

4.5.3 Environmental Sanitation

Possible effects of the Punjab Sanitation Progranme om

household practices affecting environmental samitation

were assessed. Variables such as maintenance of ani—

mals and disposal of excreta, household garbage and

waste water were investigated and observed.
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Additionally, investigators assessed the cleanliness of

household compounds and access lanes outside the homes

of the respondents.

Variables relating to animals were largely

insignificant. Project village househoids, tended to

keep fewer animals than the control households,

although a majority of all households did keep animals.

A vast majority of all househoids used animal excreta

for manure that is collected in the fields, 86% of

Project village and 79% of control households. It was

observed that beneficiary households had the least

amount of refuse of any kind visible in the heuse

compound. In about 83% of surveyed bemeficiary houses,

there was no refuse at all compared with 74% of non—

beneficiary and 56% of control houses. Where it exis—

ted, the nature of refuse varied. Animal excreta was
L

least commonly seen in beneficiary houses (6%) but

highest (20%) in non—beneficiary houses, Human excreta

en the other hand was seen in two beneficiary heuses

and one non—beneficiary heuse. In control houses, no

such case was observed. Inversely, household garbage

was far more common in control houses (29%) than either

non—beneficiary (6%) er beneficiary houses (10%).

Similarly refuse in the streets outside the houses was

more common amengst control heuses (34%) than non—

beneficiary (20%) and beneficiary houses (17%).
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About 58% of beneficiary households and 56% of non—

beneficiary households were reported as having no re—

fuse in the banes while this was true for only 22% of

the households surveyed in the control villages.

Unexpectedly, in a few cases human excreta seen in

front of project village houses, comparatively more in

beneficiary houses than the non—beneficiary houses, but

om the whole the project village househoids fared

better than control household. The presence of animal

excreta was 15% higher in front of control houses than

project village houses. One third of all control heuse—

hoids had household garbage dumped in the streets corn—

pared with just over a quarter of non—beneficiary

households and only 18% of beneficiary households.

Dirty waste water was accumulated near almost one half

of control heuses, 32% of non—beneficiary houses and

27% of beneficiary houses. This may partially be attri—

buted to smaller percentage of drains in control heuse—

heids and non—beneficiary househobds. With respect te

the disposal of waste water inside the house compounds,

a similar pattern emerged. About 22% of control house—

hoids, 13% of non—beneficiary and 9% of beneficiary

househoids allowed water to accumulate where used.

Inversely 41% of beneficiary, 31% of non—beneficiary

and 13 % of control househoids had installed ~

drains while 14%, 19% and 23% respectively had ‘kutcha’

drains.
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The ceoking areas of project village households were

judged to be definitely cleaner than control households

(93% and 83%). Within project villages, however, there

appeared no rebation between cleanliness of cooking

areas with either household category er success rank of

villages. Percentages of househoids with cleaned

coeking areas were observed to be 96% in S1, 100% in S2

and 83% in S3 villages.

On the whole the project villages were judged better in

environmental sanitatien than the control villages.

Within the project villages, the beneficiary househoids

were generally more likely te maintain better sanita—

tion condition inside and outside of their residences

than the non—beneficiary househelds.
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SECTION - 5 PROCRAMMEMANAGEMENT

Local Government and Rural Developmemt Department,

Government of the Punjab, and the Local Government

Goumcfls were jolntly responsible for planning, execu—

tien and supervision of the Punjab Samitatien

Programme. UNICEF nssisted in the above activities,

provided fun ds to implement the Programme and catered

for training of technical staff. Important policies

for the Programme were decided by the Local Government

and Rural Development Department, and the UNICEF at

provimcial level. The PG—I Forrn of the Punjab Sonita—

tion Programme, appreved by the Government of Punjab,

emtails most of the important policy decisions agreed

betweern the two collaborating orgamisations, for the

perbod from January, 1983 to March, 1986. Progress

monitoring of the Programme implementation in the six

districts was also p]anned to be undertakem by the

Rural Devebopment Department at provincial level.

At district level, the District Councils and the dis-

trict staff of the Rural Developmemt Department were

responsible for implementation of the Pregramrne. The
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Chairman of the District Council was the Project Direc-

tor of the Programme for the district while the - Assis—

tant Director Local Government (ADLG), the Assistant

Project Director. The Deputy Commissioners were also

involved in progress review of the Programme in their

respective districts. Most of decisions pertaining to

execution of the Programme were taken at district

level. The Chairman District Council, In consultation

with the other Council members, selected the villages

for implementation of the Programme. The ADLGs role

was pivotal in planning, coordination, administration,

execulion and progress monitoring of the Programme for

the District.

AL Markaz level, the Project Managers were responsible
~

for the Programme implementation. They also supervised

the activities of Sanitation Promoters, based at Markaz

level. The Sanitation Promoters working in groups of

two females and one male at each Markaz level were

specially trained to implement the Programme in the

villages. Owing to the nature of their job and impor—

tance of their role in field operations, pertinent

details regarding their training and job performance

are presented separately in Chapter—7 of this report.

The Secretaries of Union Councils role was important

at village level. Besides close coordinatiori with the
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Sanitation Promoters and Village Sanitation Committees

(VSCs) they were also responsible for disbursement of

funds to the VSCs, maintetiance of records of the

Programme and progress reporting. The Village Sanita—

tien Committees, for males as well as females, were

organized at village level te make the Pregramme self—

sustaiming through peoples’ participation. Organisa—

tional structure for the Punjab Sanitation Programme,

outlining important roles and responsibilities of

different functionaries is presented in Exhibit—2.

To evaluate the management of implementation of the

Punjab Sanitation Programme important areas of study

included: policy formulation and planning for the

Programme, the PC—I Form, selection of villages, roles

and responsibilities of different functionaries and

their levels of understanding about their respective

roles, levels of effort input by different functiona—

ries, modes and levels of coordination at intra and

inter agency levels, field supervision, progress meni—

toring, maintenance of Programme record, bottlenecks/

problems faced by different functionaries in executien

of the Programme and their proposed solutions. A

number of functionaries involved in planning, adminis—

tration, execut-lon, progress monitoring and training

programmes of technical staff, from Local Government
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and Rural Development Department, District Councils,

UNICEF and the Local Government Training Institute,

Lalamusa, were interviewed for the purpose. Details

regarding number of officers and other field staff

interviewed for the study have already been referred to

in Table—4 of this repert.

Report 3: Management for Implementation entails de—

tailed discussion of the above referred areas of study.

This section highlights only the important findings of

the study.

5.1 Policy Formulation and Planning.

The Punjab Sanitation Programme was not treated like

ether prejects of the Local Government and Rural Deve—

bopment Department. It was given a separate status.

Detailed policy guidelines regarding phasing for imple—

mentation, supervision, coordination, menitering,

financial management and record maintenance were not

worked out while launching the Programme at an extended

scale in 1983. The PC—I Form, basic policy document,

was approved after more than half of stipulated execu—

tien time had elapsed. Roles and responsibilities for

various functionaries were defined quite late. All

this contributed to diverse management problems, affec—

ting overall efficiency of the Programme. Involvement

of different erganisations, again without specified
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modus operandi for inter coordination, further accen—

tuated the problems. -

The provincial head office of the LG&RDD was not invol—

ved in financial matters of PSP. Pregress nonitoring

of Programme implementation by the provincial head—

quarters was also in a piece meal manner. This centri—

buted te slackness of control from the top. The

district staff of the LG&RDD therefore, did not feel it

particularlynecessary to apprise the provincial office,

about the status of implernentation of the Programme er

other related issue, en regular basis.

Planning and implenentation of the Programme was gene—

rally done by the district staff of LG&RDD. Involvement

of Chairmen of District Councils was generalby confined

to selection of villages for the Programme er te give

guidebines te the ADLGs about certain important issues.

Owing to their manifold and diverse responsibilities,

mest of the matters pertaining to impbenentation of the

Programme weretransferr~1to the ADLGs. Practically, the

ADLGs with some of their cbosely associated Project

Managers controlled mest of the Programme operations.

With weak control from the top and back of proper

policy framework, the Programme implementation was thus

susceptible to adhoc decisien making prone to

infbuences of these who mattered er other situationab

factors.
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Inspite of varieus difficulties outbimed above, the

Punjab Sanitation Programme made significant head way

in realising some of its ebjectives, abready discussed

in Sectien 3 and Section 4. Without detracting from the

comtributien of ether functionaries, the reported bevel

of achievement may be attributed to personal interest

of the Additional Director General of LG&RDD, some of

the chairmen of District Ceuncils,the Resident

Programme Officer, UNICEF, Punjab and diligent efforts

of seme of the Sanitation Promoters and Assistant Pro-

ject Officers of UNICEF. It may further be added that

at a stage, the provincial minister for LG&RDD was also

keenby interested in PSP.

Quantitatively, achievements of the Programme fell

short of the ambitious planned targets. However, It is

important to mention that in a short span of 3—4 years,

the Punjab Sanitation Programme did exhibit the poten—

tial for acceptance by the rural popubation. Careful

planning, organisation and coordinatien of various PSP

activities could further enhance its performance.

Folbewing main aspects needed special attention of the

policy planners:

i) Timely preparation and approval of the PC—I Form.

ii) Detailed planning and pregramrnirng, before
preparation of the PC—I Ferm.
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iii) Policy guidelines to transfer the Programme to the
Government, specifically about regularization of
Sanitation Promoters Jobs, type of institutional
arrangements necessary for independent handling of
PSP, sources/generation of funds for dernonstration
work as well as for the ban scheme to carry out
the PSP in new villages.

5.1.1 Selection of Villages

Project villages were to be selected on the basis of a

specified criteria. The criterion, as outlined in PC—I

Form, is as follows:

a) Water must be available in the village.

b) The village should have effective leadership.

c) The village should be easily accessible from the
town or city. It should have a metalled access
road.

d) The size of the village should be between 100—300
houses.

e) Sanitation should be the felt need of the village.

Analysis of village profiles of all the sampled project

villages and information collected from Chairmen Dis-

trict Councils, members of District Councils, Project

Assistants of UNICEF and group meetings at village

level revealed that the selected villages generally

conformed to the specified criteria. However, certain

deviations were also noted in some of the cases. These

were attributed to political considerations of the

concerned selection committees/Chairmen of District

Councils. It was also observed that while selecting

the new villages each year, appraisal of the
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performance of the previously sebected villages, status

of finances in each district i.e. funds spent oi in

hand and the capability of the executing staff to take

extra workload, was seldomby undertaken.

5.2 Efforts for Implementation

As referred earbier, the Punjab Sanitation Programme

had a separate status compared to other LG&RDD

Prejects. It was generally considered as an additional

assignment by mest of the cencerned functionaries.

With the exception of Sanitation Promoters, all the

other functionaries were onby partially involved in

its implementation. Om the ether hand, ewing te its

newness and diverse nature of tasks particularly

concerning peoples participation, the Punjab Sanitation

Programme demanded considerable amount of efforts and

keen interest from the functienaries. The appraisab of

overall performance of PSP therefore, entailed a study

of the level of effort input and the level of interest

taken by different ranks of functionaries. Besides,

understanding of different functionaries, about their

respective assigried roles was also studied.

The levels of effort input was studied in terms of

three broad qualitative categories; Full capacity,

moderate capacity and bebow capacity. Similarly, three

categories; high, noderate and low, were defined te
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investigate the level of interest taken by different

fumctiemaries.

5.2.1 Understamding of Roles and Responsibilities.

Lack of censistency in the respenses of the same cate—

gery of functienaries cennotated differences in their

understanding of their respective roles. This may be

attributed to lack of proper communication among the

organizers of PSP and the field staff and er carebess—

ness in defining the roles and responsibilities of

different level functienaries.

The responses of the concerned ADLGs regarding their

roles for ceerdination of PSP activities and disburse—

memt of funds were found to be consistent. Sorne of

them also comsidered supervision of demonstration werk

as their responsibility. Flowever, only two out of the

five ADLGs comsidered that administration of overall

PSP activities was also their responsibility. Nene of

them attached any importance to their rebe regarding

rnaintenance of project record. This explains the rea—

sons for back of proper maintenance of project record.

The Project Managers were generally found to be less

cornscious about their mest important rele i.e. adminis—

tratiom and coordination of field activities of the

Sanitation Prometers. They hewever, understood their
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role for record keeping and supervision of work. The

Secretaries of Union Councils and the members of VSCs

generally understood their respective roles right.

5.2.2 Level of Effort

The respondents were asked to give their assessment

about the levels of efforts input in implementation of

PSP by their subordinate staff. This helped to mini—

mise bias. Analysis of information collected by the

ADLGs, Project Managers and Secretaries of Union Coun—

cils revealed that the overall level of efforts inputs

by the concerned functionaries was predominantly of

moderate level. ilowever, significantly high percentages

of ADLGs and Project Managers were of the view that a

majority of the Sanitation Pronoters made full capacity

efforts to implement PSP.

5.2.3 Level of Interest

Information collected from the members of VSCs revealed

that the level of interest among the functionaries

generally varied in inverse relation to their rank in

the management hierarchy i.e. lower the rank of the

functionary, the higher was his level of interest in

the Programme and vice versa.

The percentages of responses for high level of interest
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were 49% for the Secretaries of U.Cs., the bowest in

rank, and 17% for the high Government Officials, the

highest in rank . Lower percentage regarding high bevel

of interest in case of high Government Officials may

be attributed to the fact that they were not meant te

visit the project viblages so frequently as ether cate—

gories of functionaries.

Coordination

To evaluate effectiveness of coordination among

different ranks of functionaries, both at inter and

intra agency levels, studies generabby focussed en the

modes of coordination and the levels of coordinatien.

Different medes of coordination

different level functionaries were

three mmm types, personal contact,

and cerrespondence/progress repor ting.

mode of coordination through personal

sidered to be the mest effective while

progress reperting the beast.

Opinions of ADLGs,

Union Councils and

Committees were taken

coordination above and

5.3

5.3.1 Mode of Coordination

operating among

categorised into

official meetings

Comparatively,

contact was con—

correspondence/

Project Managers, Secretaries of

members of Village Sanitatien

about their respective modes of

below the line of authority. It
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was observed that all the three modes of coordination

were employed at each level of management hierarchy.

Flowever, modes of coordination for the superiers and

these for the subordinates generally varied. Modes of

coordination with the former were predommnantly offi-

cial meetings and correspondence/progress reporting,

impbying rather formab type of coordination while pre—

dominant mede of coordination with the subordinates was

generably personal contact (formal as well as infor—

mal).

Predominance of fornal mode of coordination upwards the

management hierarchy might be indicative of certain

delays in answers/solutions of diverse field problems/

issues. This might have affected efficiency in certain

cases.

5.3.2 Level of Coordination

Information about bevel of coerdination among different

functionaries were collected in terms of four qualita—

tive categories, very goed, goed, moderate and defi—

cient.

Majority of the ADLGs considered that they had goed er

moderate level of coordination with the Project Mana-

gers, Sanitation Promoters, Secretaries of U.Cs. and

Chairman of VSCs. Combined percentages of their
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respenses about good and moderate bevel of coordination -

regarding above referred functienaries were 83% and

100% respectiveby. About 17% of the respondents said

that their level of coordination with the Project

Managers and Secretaries of Union Councils had been

very goed. Same number of ADLGs (17%) reported defi—

cient level of coordination with the Secretaries of

Union Councils.

Pattern of responses in case of Project Managers was

semewhat different from these of ADLGs. About 21% of

Project Managers said that they had very goed coordina—

tien with the Sanitation Prornoters whibe 7% of them

gave simibar responses regarding Secretaries and Chair—

man of VSCs. Combined percentage responses for goed

and moderate level of coordination with Sanitation

Premoters, Secretaries and Chairmen of VSCs were about

43%, 50% and 50% respectively. Their responses regar—

ding deficient level of coordination with the Sanita—

tion Promoters, Secretaries of U.Cs. and Chairman of

VSCs, were about 21%, 29% and 36% respectively.

On the basis of thes& information, i~ is considered

that the overall level of coordination among different

functionaries of PSP had been generalby goed or

moderate. However, about 29% of the Project Managers

reporting deficient level of coordination with Secreta—
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ries of U.Cs. might be an indication of certain

bottlenecks in proper functioning of PSP in those

cases. Almost all of the ADLGs and the Project Mana-

gers, reported that the bevel of coordinatien between

Sanitation Pronoters and the Secretaries of Union Coun—

cils was deficient. They pointed out that this was

nainby due te the fact that the Secretaries of Union

Councils, generably more experienced and well versed

with local conditions, were paid bess compared to Sani—

tation Promoters. Other reason propounded in this

regard was unbalanced distribution of financial powers,

generally more in favour of Secretaries of Union Coun—

cils.

Since Secretaries and the Sanitation Promoters had a

key role in field operations of PSP, back of coordina—

tien between them therefore, might have affected the

overall performance of the Prograrnne.

Level of coordination between the concerned Programme

Officers and the Assistant Project Officers of UNICEF

was also found to be deficient. The two Assistant

Project Officers complained that the policies for PSP

were generalby made without cognizance of field condi—

tions and appraisal of performance of the Programme.

This created diverse practical problems, they added.

As the Programme Officer was out of the country, so it

was not possibbe to record his opiniens in this regard.
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5.3.3 Inter Agemcy Ceordination

Overall level of coordination among those at the helm

of affairs of UNICEF, LG&RDD and District Councils had

been gemerabby goed. Some of the officials from these

agencies rather took special interest in PSP and

earnestly erndeavoured to make it a success. However,

owing te back of well defined modus operandi for inter

agency coordination and detaibed planning durimg early

stages of the PSP, certain problems of inter—coerdina—

tion were encountered. These nainly pertained to fbow

of furids for inplmentatien, statements and accounta—

bility of the expenses incurred, estabbishment of

institutionab framework for progress menitering at

district and provincial levebs and abserptien of Sani—

tation Premoters.

5.4 Supervision and Progress Monitering

Appraisal of supervisien of field werk, quality of

progress monitorimg and satisfactien about naintenance

of project record by the concerned staff highlighted

the folbewing nam peints:

Supervision of Field Werk

Review of supervisien of fiebd werk by the concerned

staff was done om the basis of their frequency of field

visits to the project viblages. According te reported
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information, majority of the respondents said that

they visited the project villages on monthly basis.

About 67% of the ADLGs said that they visited the

project villages once in every month while 17% of them

said that their visits to the project villages were on

quarterly basis. Among the Project Managers, 7% said

that they visited the project villages fortnightly

while 64% and 21% of them responded for monthly and

quarterly visits respectively. The responses of the

Secretaries for fortnightly, monthly and biannually

visits to the project villages were 11%, 80% and 6%

respectively. Norie of them responded for quarterly

visits.

Members of the VSCs were also asked to give their

opinions regarding supervision of field work by the

Government functionaries. Relatively fewer respondents

answered. This might be due to their back of knowledge

about the frequencies of visits by different functiona—

ries or the frequencies of field visits by the

concerned staff were actually low and only those

respondents who had knowledge about such visits could

reply. Out of t~he total 34 cases (VSCs) studied,

responses regarding frequericies of field visits were

very bow in case of high officials and UNICEF Supervi-

sors, moderate in case of ADLGs and high in case of

Project Managers and Secretaries of U.Cs. Comparison
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5.4.2

between two sets of information (of Government functie—

naries and members of VSCs) highbighted inconsistencies

in certain cases. It implied that the opiniens of the

ADLGs were biased.

Progress Moni tering

To make a qualitative assessment of progress monitoring

exercised by the field staff, four broad categories,

very goed, goed, average and deficient were defined.

The ADLGs and the Project Managers were asked to give

their opinions about the quality of menitering exer—

cised by their subordinate staff.

Almost all the ADLGs considered that the quality of

monitering by their subordinate staff was generalby

goed er average. Only in one case the ADLG responded

that the Secretaries of U.Cs. had deficient quality of

monitoring.The views of the Project Managers were

rather balariced. About 17% of them responded that the

Sanitation Promoters exercised goed quality of progress

monitoring, whibe 7% of the Project Managers considered

the same in case of VSCs. Their cummulated percentage

responses for good and average quality of progress

monitoring about Sanitation Promoters, Secretaries of

Union Councils and VSCs were 43%, 64% and 57%

respectively. About 29% of the Project Managers said

that the quality of progress monitoring by Sanitation

4
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Promoters was deficient. Simibarly, the responses

regarding deficient quabity of progress monitoring by

the Secretaries of U.Cs. and VSCs were 21% for each.

5.4.3 Progress Reports

The field staff of PSP was required to submit progress

reports to their superiers. To assess their

performance in this regard, pertinent infornation were

collected from ADLGs, Project Managers, Secretaries of

Union Councils and members of Village Sanitation

Committees.

In the opinions of the respondents, the overall quabity

of progress monitoring was considered to be generably

goed and the submission of progress reports according

to schedules. However, this was not found to be so

during the field investigatiom teams’ visit tom number

of Marakiz, Union Councils Offices and 41 project

villages in the six districts. The opinions of some of

the functionaries therefore, appeared biased. The

folbowing sectien sheds more light in this regard.

5.4.4 Record Keeping

Relevant data about satisfaction of different func—

tienaries regarding maintenance of PSP records revealed

that about half of the respondents, ADLGs, Project

Managers and Secretaries of Union Councils, were satis—

fied while the renaining were not er did not respond.
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This led to the inference that the quality of supervi—

sion and progress monitoring, as discussed above, night

not be quite high as well. It was further pointed Out

that among all the offices visited for the purpose,

only in the case of two Union Councils, Kallur in

District Mianwali and Khaur in District Attock, the

project record was found to be complete and well orga—

nized. In rest of the cases, the project record lagged

both in terms of adequacy as well as quality.

5.5 Probbems in Implementation

The Assistant Directors Local Government, Project

Managers, Secretaries of Union Councils, members of

Village Sanitation Cemmittees and the target

population, contacted through group meetings in selec—

ted project villages, were sobicited to identify the

nam problems faced during the course of implementation

of the Punjab Sanitatien Programme. They identified 23

problems. The problems generally pertained to the

nature of the programne, social and econenic characte—

ristics of~target populatien, local leadership, incen—

tives for Secretaries of U.Cs, shortage of time and

staff, service conditions of Sanitation Promoters,

level of training of functionaries, quality of motiva—

tional werk, job performance of different level func—

tionaries, funds, ban, materials for construction and
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local politics.

Ranking of the problems, on the basis of number of

respondent groups and their respective responses for

each problem, highlighted illiteracy, newness of the

Programme, lack of coerdination among fiebd staff,

smaller amount of ban, back of training of field

staff, less effective leadership, no incentives for

Secretaries and members of VSCs, lack of cooperation

from the target population, culturab factors and con—

flicts/local politics in the target villages, as 10

most commonly felt problems of PSP, in that order.
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SECTION — 6 FINANCIAL APPRAISAL

Total planned capital cost of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme (PSP) for the period 1983—1985 was Rs.
1

18,889,760.0 , envisaged to be financed jointly by

UNICEF and the LG&RDD. Share of the latter was very

small, Rs.476,000.O (2.51%). UNICEF spent a total

amount of Rs. 18,056,419.0 during 1981—1986. Total

Expenditure for the period 1983—1986 was

Rs .14,756,119.0; Rs. 5,243,500.0 for Demonstration

work, Rs. 6,414,000.0 for Revolving Fund, Rs.

1,023,190.0 for Training Programme of Technical Staff

and Rs. 2,075,429,0 for Salaries of the Sanitation
2

Promoters . The LG&RDD could not contribute its share

of finances.

Provincial head office of the LG&RDD was not involved

in financial matters of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme. UNICEF funds were directly released to the

Chairmen of District Councils, the Project Directors.

1. PC—I Form.

2. Data recelved from UNICEF, Lahore.
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Onward disbursal of funds to the project villages

was proposed to be carried out in hierarchical order

i.e. through ADLGs, Project Managers, Secretaries of

U.Cs. and the Village Sanitation Committees (VSCs) in

that sequence. The Sanitation Promoters, mainly

responsible for education and motivatiom of rural

households, organization of VSCs and demonstration

work, were also not involved in financial matters of

tt~ Prograrnme.

Except in case of Village Sanitatlon Committees VSCs,

drawing and disbursement of fumds was proposed to be

carried out through banks/ cheques. The VSCs were

required to maintain joint bank accounts with the con—

cerned Secretaries of U.Cs. as co—signatories. The

latter, besides ensuring proper utilization of PSP

funds by the VSCs c.,ere also responsible for maintaining

complete records of PSP accounts of all the project

villages under their jurisdiction. Similarly, proper

accounts were to be maintained at Markaz and District

levels. The functionaries at each level of organizatie—

nal hierarchy were also required to submit expenditure

statements to their superlors. In practice, certain

weaknesses were however, observed in the above outlined

system of financial management.

Financial appraisal of the Punjab Sanitation Programme

entailed art indepth review of financial management,
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focussing om identification of strengths and weaknesses

of the overall financial management systen, and utibi—

zation and performance of demonstration and revolving

funds. Extensive field data, collected from all the

concerned Secretaries of U.Cs. and interviews wfth a

number of functionaries, was rigorously analysed for

the purpose. Information about number of funcilonaries

interviewed are abready presented in Table 4 of this

Report. Other relevant information coblected from

these functionaries are presented in Tables 2—18,

Amnexure 1 of Report4: Financial Appraisal. Financial

data collected from Secretaries of U.Cs. through the

mailed proformas, is presented in Annexure 2 of the

above referred report.

Consolidated village—wise financial data was not pre—

viously available in any of the concerned offices,

Government er UNICEF. The study, besides overall mana-

gement and financial appraisal therefore, also contri—

butes to establish a comprehensive financial profibe of

the Programme.

6.1 Financial Management.

Study of the financial management system of the Punjab

Sanitation Prograinme focussed on fbow of PSP funds,

modes of drawing and disbursement of funds, lead time

In receipts and disbursals, albocation of funds to

different villages and househoids, prevailing acceun—
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ting system, submission of expenditure statements and

au di tin g.

6.1.1 Receipts and Disbursement of Funds.

Fbow of funds from UNICEF to the Village Sanitation

Committees (VSCs), as referred earbier, was proposed to

be carried out in a hierarchical order. However,

divergence from proposed flow of funds in receipts as

well as disbursements, was noted in certain cases. Main
- ~tu

reasons attributed to this were absence of formally

agreed mechanism and instructions for financial manage-

ment responsibilities, back of communicatiom/understan—

ding about the proposed functionaries and weak control

in overall financial management. Since the Government

funds are subject to specific controls and monitoring,

UNICEF funds were kept Out of these regubations in the

absemce of any counterpart funds and thus were not

subject to accountability and audit as the Government

funds are audited. Elence no proper account keeping.

Modes of drawing and disbursement of funds practiced by

di~ferent categories of functionaries were reported to

be generally the same as suggested.

Regarding method of drawing funds by the Village Sani—

tation Committees1 about 15% of them reported that they

recelved funds in instalments while about 66% of them

said that they received in lumpsum.
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6.1.2 Lead Time.

All the ADLGs responded that there was no lead time

between receipts and disbursement of funds at their

end. However, 21% of the Project Managers and 29% of

the Secretaries of Union Councils reported that certain

amount of time elapsed before they could disburse the

funds already received for PSP activities.

The cash books were not generally maintained by the

field staff. The Bank pass books were not updated

regularly In most of the cases. It was therefore, not

possible to find out Liie amount of time involved in

receipts and disbursernent of funds. In case of

D.G.Khan, the bank statements depicted average lead

time as one momth at the district level. Requisite

information regarding lead time at Markaz and Union

Councils levels were not available.

Amount of interest earned on PSP funds might give some

broad indications about magnitude of lead time/delay

invobved (size of the principal amount is however, art

important consideration in this regard and must also be

kept in view). ‘In case of District Attock and District

Jhelum, it was found that Liie former earned total

interest of Rs. 2,80,000.0 during 1983—1986 while the

latter about Rs.75,000.O during the same period. This

was only al district levels. Relevant information
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about Markaz and Union Council levels were not

available. The above information besides indicating

lead time/delay also reveabed that the statements of

ADLGs were somewhat biased.

6.1.3 Allocation of Funds.

As per PC—I Form, one latrine, one soakpit and one

blogas unit was planned to be constructed for demon—

stration purposes, in each project village. Estimated

cost of each of the abeve technobogies was given as

Rs.3,000.0, Re. 400.0 and Rs. 5,000.0 respectively.

Accordingly, each project village was to be albocated a

total amount of Rs. 8,400.0. However, it was later

decided to construct two demonstration latrines instead

of one. Adding the cost of one more latrine to the

above, total albocation of Rs. 11,400.0 was required

for demonstration work in each project village.

Amount of Revolving Fund planmed te be given to each

project village was Rs. 21,000.0, 70 household latrines

@ Rs. 300.0 per household. The total albocation for

each project village, for demonstration as well as for

Revolving Fund, thus amounted to Rs.32,400.0.

There was no consistent policy to albocate funds to the

project villages. Different villages were allocated

different amounis of money for demonstration work as
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well as for Revobviiig Fund. Furthermore, the amount of

ban to individual househoids also varied among the

project villages.

6.1.4 Accounting System.

It was observed that in mest of the cases, cash books

or ledger accounts were not maintained. The bank pass

books were not updated regularly and there was no

system of preparing bank reconcillation statements.

Such meesures should have been made necessary atleast

aL district and Markaz levels. Further, expenditure

statementa were not submitted to the concerned authori—

ties regularly in certain cases.

There was no system of auditing. The PSP accounts were

never audited throughout the course of impleinentatien.

In certain cases it was also observed that the PSP

funds were not handled by properly qualified or trained

per s omme 1.

6.2 Funds for demonstration werk.

6.2.1 Allocation of Funds.

Out of the total 349 villages selected during 1981—85,

340 viblages were given demonstration funds. Amount of

funds albocated to different project villages ranged

from lens than Rs. 7,000.0 to more than Rs. 50,000.0,

Exhibit —3. Modal values regarding range of funds albo—
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cated to different villages tended to vary among dis—

trlcts.

Analysis of data regarding allocation of demonstration

funds to the project villages highlighted the following

about each district.

In Rawalpindi District, 71% of the villages were allo—

cated funds in the range of Es. 13,001.0 to Rs.

19,000.0, while about 13% in the range of Rs. 22,001.0

— 25,000.0. The variance was rather high in case of

District ihelum. Percentages of villages falling under

ranges; Rs. 10,001.0 - 13,000.0, Rs. 13,001.0 —

16,000.0, Rs. 16,001.0 — 19,000.0, Rs. 19,001.0 —

22,000.0 and Es. 22,001.0 — 25,000.0 were 27%, 19%,

25%, 19% and 5% respectively. In Chakwal District,

majority of the villages (67%) were given the amount In

the range of Rs. 13,001.0 — 22,000.0, 24% in the range

of Rs. 13,001.0 — 16,000.0, 21% in the range of Rs.

16,001.0 — 19,000.0, and about the same percentage Es.

19,001.0—21,000.0. About 7% of the villages in this

district were given ftinds more than Rs. 31,000.0.

About 58% of the total villages in District Attock were

given demonstration funds in the range of Rs. 7,001.0—

10,000.0 while 12% in the range of Rs. 13,001.0—

16,000.0 and 13% in the range of Rs. 16,001.0—

19,000.0. In case of District flianwali, about 78% of
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the villages were allocated demonstration funds in the

range of Rs. 13,001.0—16,000.0. In District Dera

Ghazi Khan, majority of the villages (51%) were

albocated less than Rs. 7,001.0—10,000.0.

Main reasons for allocating different amounts of funds

to different villages, as propounded by ADLGs and

Secretaries of Union Councils, were attributed to size

ef the village, planued targets, superiors’ recommeitda—

tions and political considerations.

6.2.2 Utilizatlon of Demonstratlon Funds.

Utilizatlon of dernonstratlon funds for the project

vilbages was rigorously analysed in the light of PC—I

cost estimates. Out of total 301 villages selected

during 1983—86, about 51% of the villages utilized

excess, 10% same and 11% less amount compared to PC—I

cost estimates. In about 9% of the villages, the

demonstration funds were not ulilized. Meaningful

analysis about the remaining villages was not possible

because of back of certain important data.

Further analysis of 152 villages with excess cost om

ïemonstration work, revealed total of Rs~ 507,751.Owere

spenc in excess of PC—I cost estimates. An anount of

Rs. 89,348.0 was reported lying unutilized’ in the

villages.
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6.2.3 Financial Performance

Year—wlse gross financial performance of demonstration

fund, based on unit cent of latrine was worked out by

applying the following formuba:

Total amount of Cost of total
Unit Cost funds rebeased for demonstration
of Latrine = Demonstration Werk — werk other than

lat r 1 ne s

Total nuinber of demonstratlon latrines
cor~structed.

Unit cost of demonstration batrine varied over the

years. This was mainly due to lens achievement of

targets compared to the amount rebeased ina particular

year. Om the basis of aggregate estimates, average

unit cost of demonstration latrine was cabculated as

Rs. 5,013.00 about 67% bigher than the PC—I cest esti—

maten. Computed unit cost was quite high for the year

1986, Table 13. This was mainly because of large amount

of funds available for construction of latrine and

comparatively very bow bevel of target achievement in

that year.

6.3 Revolving Fund

6.3.1 Albocation of Rèvolving Fund.

According to PC—I form, it was planned to albocate Rs.

21,000.0 to each selected village. This however, was

not followed in practice. Different project vibbages

were albocated different arnounts. Amount of Revolving
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TABLE — 13

Estimated Costs
of Construction
for:

UNIT COST OF DEMONSTRATIONLATRINES
(BASED ON TOTAL AtIOUNT RELEASED AND
THE ACTUAL ACHIEVEMENT)

V EAR
Sr.
No.

Category
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

1. No. of villages
selected. 2 46 75 109 105 12

2. Total amount released
for Demonstration
Werk. 47000 959550 1385000 1530000 1193245 115130

3. Demonstration Targets
achieved:

— Latrine 5 144 194 z15 130 7
— Biogas 2 45 58 93 43 4
— Water Cistern 3 18 18 4 .r —

— Soakpit 1 28 84 28 — —

— Incinerator — — 5 4 32 —

— Filth Depot — — 4 — 32 —

4. Estimated Cost of
Demonstratlon Work
other than
Latrine, 31400 362200 468100 514200 350000 20000

5. Cost incurred~on
latrine (2—4) 15600 597350 916900 1015800 843245 95130

6. Cost/Latrine 3120 4148.26 4726.29 4724.65 6486.5 13590

Blogas Rs. 5,000.0
Water Cistern Rs. 7,000.0
Soakpit Rs. 400.0
Incinerator Rs. 2,500.0
Filth Depot Rs. 1,500.0

-I
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Fund albocated to different villages ranged from less

than Rs. 12,000.0 to Rs. 44,000.0, Exhibit 4. Variance

in abbocation of Revolving Fund was observed to be more

in the Districts of Jhelum, Chakwal and Attock compared

to the other three districts.

In District Jhelum, about 58% of the villages were

allocated Rs. 15,001.0 to Rs. 21,000.0 while 34% less

than Rs. 12,000.0. Remaiiiing villages were albocated

different amounts in each case. In District Chakwal,

50% of the viblages were given Es. 2 1,000.0 whlle about

12% Es. 12,001.0—15,000.0. About 14% of the villages

were allocated Rs. 15001.0—20999.0 and about 10%

Rs.24001.O—3000.0. About 7.38% of the viblages were

given less than Rs.12000.O as Revolving Fund and the

same percentage of selected villages were given no

amount at all. About 97% of the selected villages in

District Rawalpindi received Rs. 24,001.0—27,000.0

while the remaining villages Es. 44,000.0 each. In case

of District Attock, about 76% of the villages received

Rs. 21,000.0 to :Rs. 24,000.0 while about 9% Rs.

15,001.0 — 18,000.0. In Districts of Mianwali and Dera

Chazi Khan, percentages of villages receiving Rs.

21,000.0, as Revolving Fund, were 89% and 100% respec—

tively.

In about 52% of the total selected vilbages the amount

of Revolving Fund allocation was the same as specified

in PC—I Form, I.e. Rs. 21,000.0. The abbocations how—
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ever, varied significantly among the remaining

viblages. The information received from the Secreta—

ries of U.Cs, and the ADLGs, regarding albocations to

different villages, were found to be generalby consis—

tent except in the cases of District Chakwal and Dis-

trict Jhebum. Variations in abbocation of Revolving

Funds to different viblages may be attributed to bate

approval of PC—I and overall weak financial management

system. It may further be mentioned that the Districts

selected late, Mianwali and D.C.Khan, exhibited higher

confermity with the PC—I policies compared to these

sebected earbier, Jhelum, Chakwal and Attock.

6.3.2 Amount of Lean Given to Individual flouseholds

As per PC—I Ferm, the ameunt of ban proposed to be

given to individuab househobds was Es. 300.0. Informa-

tion cobbected from the members of 41 Villages Sanita—

tion Committees however, revealed that different

amounts of ban were given to the households in

different districts. Furthermore, the amount of boan

also varied among the heusehebds within each district.

It was observed that the VSCs generably tended to give

higher amounts of ban to the househobds than the

stipulated anount. According to the VSC menbers, it was

mainby because the rural househobds, in mest cases, did

not consider Rs. 300.0 as an incentive to construct a

latrine. They (househoids) considered that the amount
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of Rs. 300.0 was toe small compared to the total cest

of latririe.

Sone of the VSCs utilized the Revolving Fund to pur—

chase latrime/constructien materials. In such cases

the households were given materiab instead of cash. In

some other cases, both cash and materiab were given as

boan. Information given in the above referred table

mainby pertained to ban given in the form of cash.

Information pertaining to ban given in the form of

material er materiab and cash to the rural households

were colbected from the beneficiary households in the

project villages. For details refer Table 17, Report

2: Inpact om Rurab Uousehebds, P.80. It was noted that

both the respondent groups had somewhat sinibar views

regarding the amount of ban given to individuab heuse—

holds.

6.3.3 Repaymemt of Revolving Fund

An ameunt of Es. 1~080,b71.O, 15% of the total Revol—

ving Fund received by the Secretaries of U.Cs., was

reported to have been repaid in 23.2% of the total

villages. Percentages of vibbages where the Revobving

Fund had been repaid were about 7%, 10%, 14%, 5% and 4%

in the Districts of Jhebum, Chakwab, Attock, Mianwali

and D.G. Khan respectively. In case of District Rawal—

pindi, It was reported that the Revolving Fund had been

repaid in 92% of the total villages. This was censi—
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dered as an exaggeratien.

Regarding status of repayment of boan by the heuse—

holds, percentages of VSCs reporting that upto 5, 6—bi

and more than 31 househobds had returned the ban were

about 24%, 2% and 5% respectiveby. However, the house—

hobds who were stibl returning ban were rather more in

number. About 34% of the VSCs reported that varyirig

numbers of househobds in the project vibbages were

returning the ban. The percentages of the respondents

decreased as the number of households returning ban in

a village increased.

.3.4 Recovery of Funds by Village Sanitation Committees

Regarding mode of recovery of the ban, 78% of the VSCs

reported that they recovered the boaned money in

morithly installnents while 2% of then said that they

recovered in bumpsum. The remaining 20% of the VSCs,

did net respond. Majority of the VSCs, abeut 56%, said

that the monthly instabbments of repayment was Rs.50.0.

3.5 Level of Satisfaction about Revolving Fund

Opinions about bevel of satisfaction were solicited

from the ADLGs, Project Managers, Secretaries of

U.Cs.and the members of VSCs. Majority of the respon—

dents epined that they were generabby satisfied with

the use of Revelving Fund. The level of satisfaction

was comparativeby higher among the ADLGs and the men—
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bers of VSCs and moderate ameng the Project Managers.

The level of satisfaction was rather bow anong the

Secretaries of U.Cs.

Level of satisfaction regarding the operation

(recovery) of Revobving Fund was observed to be

generabby low among differemt functionaries. They

comsidered that the Revolving Fund could not operate

effectively because of the fobbowing nam reasons

a) In the newly selected villages, the emphasis of
the Programme was generalby more en promotion i.e.
te increase the number of beneficiaries. Compara—
tively lens emphasis was given te recover the
boans.

b) In some cases, the househobds were not properly
informed about the status of money, period of
repayment er the mede of repayment.

c) In certain cases the agreements made between the
VSCs and the households were not legalby valid.
The households therefore, did not feeb legabby
bound to return the amount.

d) As construction of latrines was not a prierity
item among the rural househobds in certain cases,
they expected that they shoubd be given grant in
aid instead of ban. They did not return the
boaned money with the hope that one day it would
be written off.

e) Some of the VSCs er Secretaries of U.Cs. did not
make earnest efforts to recover the loaned aneunt.

f) In cases where local representatives, councilbors
or Chairmam of U.Cs., were invebved in distribu—
tien of Revolving Fund, it was sometimes difficult
to pursue the recovery of boans with vigilance.
They did not albow to put pressure for repayments
because of the fear of boosing their pobiticab
goodwill.
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6.3.6 Performance of Revolving Fund

Revolving Fund may net be censidered as expendi—

ture in conventionab sense. It is utilized for

certain output but ullimateby comes back to the

sponsoring organization/community, to be re—uti—

lized again. It is not consumed er exhausted.

The appraisal of Revobving Fund, in a static time

frame may therefore, be contrary to its basic

concept. It terids to have higher efficiency over

time.

The performance of the Revolving Furid was studied,

in terms of its efficiency in a given time

period. During the peried 1981—1986, UNICEF

released an amount of Rs. 8,314,800.0 for the

purpose of establishing Revolving Fund in project

vibbages. However, according to the data coblec—

ted from Secretaries of U.Cs., a total ameunt of

Rs. 7,240,840.0 reached the project villages.

Data about 12—17 villages was not suppbied by the

Secretaries so the amount of Revobving Fund given

to these vilbages was not included in the above

referred figure. Total number of latrines repor—

ted to have been constructed by using Revobving

Fund during 1981—1986, were 10,281. Thus gross

utilization of Revolving Fund (CURF) per lat—

rine,in a period of about 4 years, worked out to

Es. 808.0, en the basis of total amount rebeased
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by UNICEF, and Rs. 704.0, en the basis of total

amount received by Secretaries of U.Cs. Data

about year wise utilization of Revolving Funding

per latrine is referred in Table — 14. It was

ebserved that gross utibization of Revolving Fund

per latrine (GURF) tended to be inverseby related

to the success rank of the village i.e. bewest

CURF in Si villages and highest in S3 vilbages.

Cross utilizatien of revelving fund per latrine

for Si, S2, and S3 vibbages for the period 1981—

1986, were computed as Rs. 418.0, Rs. 828.0, and

Rs. 3746.0 respectiveby
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SECTION — 7 TRAI1~ING AND
SANIT~TION

JOB PERFORMANCE OF
PROMOTERS

Main emphasis in implementation of the Punjab Sanita-.-

tion Programme was to encourage peoples participation.

The objectlve was to make them self reliant in deabing

with their own probbems and enable thea, by imparting

necessary training and skills, to handle varlous opera—

tions of the Programme independently. This besides

contributing to improve overall sanitation conditions

through low cost methods, utilizing indigenous re—

sources, also aimed at making sanitation improvement a

permanent feature of the rural landscapes.

Participation of rural population, malen, females and

children, was planned to be achieved through education,

motivation and assistance in community organization

processen. To do this job, a new cadre of Sani~tation

Promoters,’ malen as well as females, was created. They

were trained a:t the Local Government Training Institute

(LCTI), Lalamusa. After training, one male and two

females Sanitation Promoters were deputed at each

Markaz level te work in the project villages. mi—
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tially they were employed en temporary basis. It was

however, planned to regubarize their appointments in

the LG&RDD. Owing to various reasons, this could not be

done. The Sanitation Pronioters therefore, lost their

jobs upon completion of the stipulated project time in

March, 1986.

In view of the significance of the role of Sanitation

Promoters in the overall performance of the Punjab

Sanitation Programme, a detailed evaluation of the

training programme and its relevance to variou~ fl.eld

operations of the SaiiitaLion Promoters was undertaken.

Main topics dealt in Liie siudy included: selection

criteria of Sanitation Promoters, curriculum and

course contents of the training programme at LGTI,

levels of training and skills of Sanitation Promoters

for their role, general working conditioms, frequency

of visits to the villages and average period of stay,

main activities during field visits, pace of werk and

level of efforts, quality of werk in field operations,

perceptions about achievements of Sanitation Promoters

and their usefulness and various problems encountered

during fiebd activitles of the Sanitation Promoters.

Pertinent details about the above mentioned areas are

given in Report 5: Training and Job Performance of

Sanitatlon Promoters. This section highlights only the

important findings of the study.
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7.1 Selection Criteria

In mest of the cases, the ADLCs selected the Sanitation

Promoters. UNICEF’s Project Assistants were involved

“-‘t In few cases only. The LCTI staff was not invelved in

the selection process at all.

The views of the LGTI staff and the Sanitation Promo—

ters were taken to evaluate the appropriateness of the

selection criteria. Both the respondent groups ex—

pressed contradictory views. The former was generally

dissatisfied wlth the selection criteria, while the

latter satisfied. The LCTI staff maintained that there

was no well defined selection criteria to fl11 in the

jobs of the Sanitation Pronioterg. As a result a few

non—deserving candidates were also selected who were

later expelled because of their peer performance. The

LGTI staff however, agreed that the minimum educationab

requirement fixed for the Sanitation Promoters as

matriculation, was adequate.

A majority of the Sanitatiori Promoters (82%) were found

to be satisfied with the selection criteria. However,

their responses about the sources of information regar—

ding job vacan~ies revealed that about 61% of thea

learnt about the vacancies through personal contacts

with the concerned government officials er through

elders/relatives who had contacts with these officials.
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About 29% of them came to know through newspaper adver—

tisements while about 5% Lhrough empboyment exchange.

Higher percentage of Sanitation Prometers sebected

through direct personal contacts or through some of

their relatives implied that the job vacancies were not

adequately advertised and/or the selection procedure

was not sufficiently competitive.

7.2 Training Programme

The training programme for the Sanitation Promoters was

designed to improve their knowledge, attltudes and

skills no as to make them more functionab and

effective in dealing with varlous issues related to

sanitation. Important topl.cs covered during the

training programme inciuded personal hygiene, general

house hygiene, food sanitation, environmental sanita—

tion (disposab of human and animal excreta), construc—

tien of latrines, biogas plamts, water cisterns,

soakpits for waste water disposal, sanltary wells,

design and implementation of small scale water supply

schemes, promotional methods and extenslon techniques,

etc. Total duration of the training was three months,

one month theory and two months practlcal werk. Metho—

dobogy for training mainly comprised lec—

tures/discusslons, reproduction and presentation of

lectures by the participants and practical werk in the

field. Major part of the teaching/training was carried

L
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out by the UNICEF team. LG&RDD and LGTI staff also

delivered a few lectures. Resuits of the investigations

reveabed that the Sanitation Promoters were gemerally

satisfied with the overall training programme.

7.2.1 Length of Training

A dominant majority of the Sanitation Promoters were

found to be satisfied with the length of the training

programme. Percentage responses of the Sanitation

Promoters satisfied with the length of class room

training and duration of practical/field work were 87%

and 79% respectively.

7.2.2 Curriculum

Almost all the Sanitation Promoters were satisfled with

the quality and conterits of the ceurse, 100% with

theory and 95% with practical work.

Regarding relevance of the course contents to their

actual field duties, a very high percentage of the

Sanitation Promoters (97%) responded in affirmative.

Simularly, about 87% of the respondents said that the

training programme contributed in enhancing their werk

capability and improved their knowledge about rural

sanitation and related issues. About 82% of the Sani—

tation Promoters considered that the training programme

improved their attitude towards work while 79% of them
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responded that the training helped In improving their

skills as well.

7.2.3 Training Methods

The Sanitation Promoters were asked about their satis—

faction regarding various components of training like

teaching methods, methods of performance evaluatiom

(examinatlons), capability of the instructors /teaching

staff, general administration and the amount of

stipend. With the exception of the last, a dominant

majority of the respondents were found satisfied with

all the above referred aspects. Their responses regar—

ding satisfaction about the above referred components

of training were about 95%, 90%, 95%, 90% and 47%

respectively. About 42% of the Sanitation Promoters

considered that the amount of stipend was inadequate

while about 5% of them were indifferent.

7.3 Job Performance of the Sanitation Promoters

The Sanitation Promoters persistently tried to educate

and motivate the rural population to bring about the

desired change in their perceptions and attitudes to—

wards personal hygiene and environmental sanitation.

They contacted the rural population, individualby as

well as collectively, through formal as well as

informal methods. Organization of Village Sanitation

Committees (VSCs), among malen as well as females in
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‘the selected villages, and training them to operate the

Programme independentby were their other important

functions. To make saniiation improvement a permanent

feature in the viblages and for better health care of

children, the Sanitation Promoters encouraged

organization of CLEAN teams among children as well. To

evaluate job performance of the Sanitation Promoters,

the opinions of the ADLCs, Project Managers and the

members of the Village Sanitation Committees were soli—

cited regarding Sanitation Promoters’ interaction

with the target population, effectiveness of motivatio—

nal work, beadership qualities, level of technicab

skilbs, level of coordination above and below the line

of authority, monitoring and progress reporting, and

level of effort and pace of work. Moreover, informa-

tion regarding frequency of their visits to the

villages, average period of their stay in project

villages, and usefulness of the Sanitation Prornoters

were also collected from the rural households. Some of

the important findimgs are presented briefly as bebow:

7.3.1 Interactiom with the Target Population

The Project Managers, immediate superiors of the Sani—

tation Promoters, anl the members of the Village Sani—

tation Committees, wlth whom they coordinated their

field activities in the project vilbages, were asked to

give their opinions about Sanitation Promoters’ in—
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teraction skibls. Analysis of the data revealed that

about 43% of the Project Managers rated their interac—

tion skills as good or very goed uhile about 50% of

them said that the Sanitation Promoters were deficient

in social interaction skills. In contra distinction, a

domii~ant majority of the members of the Village Sanita—

tion Committees (82%) considered that the Sanitation

Promoters were good er very good in interacting with

the rurab population. Around 9% of the VSC members

rated their interaction skibls as fair while about the

name percentage as deficlent.

7.3.2 Effectiveness of Motivational Work

Half of the ADLCs considered that the Sanitation Promo—

ters had been very good in motivational/promotional

werk while 33% of them rated as good and 17% as

average. The Project Managers had rebatively bower

opinion about effectlveness of Sanitation Promoters in

metivational work. More than 57% of them considered

that the Sanitation Promoters were good in motiva—

tional/promotional work whibe about 21% rated them as

average. The remaining 14% of the Project Managers

opined that they were deficient in promotional/motiva—

tional werk.

7.3.3 Leadership Qualities

The members of the Village Sanitation Committees (VSCs)
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generally had a high opiniom about the Sanitation Pro—

moters regarding leadershl.p qualities. About 82% of the

respondents rated them goed er very goed whlle about

6% as fair. Percentage of the Village Sanitation

Committee members who considered that the Sanitation

Promoters were deficient in leadership qualities was

9%.

Om the other hand, 36% of the Project Managers consi—

dered that the Sanitation Promoters were good or very

good in leadership qualities while more than half of

them (57%) opined that they were deficient in the said

quality.

7.3.4 Technical Skills

The members of the Village Sanitation Committees as

well as the Project Managers had a generally favourable

opinion regarding technical skills of the Sanitation

Promoters, More than 85% of the VSC members rated them

goed or very good while about 6% as fair. Around 21% of

the total respondents considered them lacking in

technical skilbs.

Among the Project Managers, 64% of them opined that

Sanitation Promoters~were technically goed er very goed

while 29% of them considered otherwise.
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7.3.5 Coordination of Activities

The members of the Village Sanitation Comnittees

generally had a high opinion about Liie Sanitation Pro—

meters abilities to coordinate various activities

Accordingly, about 82% of them considered that the

Sanitation Promoters were goed er very good while about

9% of them considered thein fair. The remaining 9% of

the menbers did not considered them so.

About half of the Project Managers rated the Sanitatien

Promoters as goed or very goed In coordlnation, about

14% as average whi.le about 21% considered them defi—

ciemt. The remaining 14% did not respond.

The ADLGs gemerally had a goed opinion about the Sani—

tation Promoters regarding coerdination, about 67% of

the respondents rated them as good er very goed while

the remaining 33% as average.

7.3.6 Implementation/Supervison

The ADLGs as well as the Project Managers expressed

generally favourable opiniens about the Sanitation

Promoters’ abilities to implement and supervise the

werk of the Punjab Sanitation Programme. About 50% of

the ADLCs considered them as very goed, 17% as good and

t~ie remaining 33% as average. The pattern of responses

of the Project Managers was however, different. About
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7% of them considered the Sanitation Promoters very

good in implememtatien/supervisien, 43% as good, 29% as

average and 7% as deficierit. About 14% of the Project

Managers did net respond.

7.3.7 Monitoring/Progress Reporting

Opinions of the ADLCs and the Project Managers regar—

ding monitoring and progrens reporting of Programme

activitles were not as good as in case of implementa—

tion/supervision. About 83% of the ADLGs considered

that the Sanitation Promoters were goed in moni—

toring/progress reporting while the remaining 17% said

that they were average. The Project Managers’ responses

for very goed, good and deficient were 14%, 43% and 29%

respectively. About 14% of the Project Managers did

not respond.

7.3.8 Level of Effort Input and Pace of Werk

Half of the ADLCs were of the opinien that the pace of

werk of the Sanitation Promoters was mederate whibe the

remaining 50% considered that their pace of werk was

fast. Percentage responses of the ADLGs regarding

level of efforts input were also the same. None of the

ADLCs rated the pace of work er level of efforts by the

Sanitation Promoters as sbow er bebow capacity.

The Project Managers’ responses about pace of werk of

the Sanitation Promoters were 14%, 64% and 14% for full
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capacity, moderate capacity and bebow capacity respec—

tively. About 7% of thern did not respond. Regarding

level of efforts input, about 29% of the Project

Managers opined that the Sanitation Promoters werked to

their full capacity while about 36% of them gave a

moderate rating. About 21% of the Project Managers

considered that the Sanitation Promoters worked bebow

their capacity.

7.3.9 Frequemcy of Visits and Average Period of Stay in
Project Villages

A large majority of the rural househoids in the Project

Villages confirmed that the Sanitation Promoters

visited their Villages in connection with the Punjab

Sanitation Programme. Some of the project villages

were very far flung, generalby with ‘katcha’ or

difficubt approach roads, and without proper arrange—

ment for public transport. But the Sanitation Promo—

ters, malen as well as females, somehow managed to

visit these vilbages. It may be reiterated that the

Sanitation Promoters did net have amy official

transport facility. About 81%, 76% and 83% of benefi—

ciary households, in S1,S2 and S3 villages, confirmed

that the Sanitation Promoters visited their villages.

The percentages of nen—beneficiary households giving

this response were however, less and varied from 46%

te 60%.
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Regarding frequency of visits to the project villages,

the pattern of responses of the rural households tended

te vary with the success raiik of the villages. It was

observed that the Sanitatlon Promoters visited Si

villages more frequently compared to S2 or S3 villages.

A barge majority of the househoids censidered that the

Sanitatlen Promoters, both malen and femabes, visited

the villages fortnigtby or monthly. Percentages of

households opining that the Sanitation Promoters

visited quarterly or even less frequently were rather

1 ow.

Average period of stay in the project viblages was also

considered as an indicator to assess the interest and

job performance of the Sanitation Premoters. Whem

asked about duration of stay, 43% of the beneficiary

households in Si viblages replied that the promoters

stayed for upto 2 heurs, whibe 21% said that their

duration of stay ranged between 2—4 hours. More than

31% of beneficlary househoids informed that the promo—

ters stayed for a full day during a typicab visit.

It was noted that the duration of stay of Sanitation

Promoters was relatively shorter in Si villages than in

S2 and S3 villages. This was mainly because the

villages visited more frequently necessitated shorter

duration of time compared to these visited less

frequentby.
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7.3.10 Usefulness of Sanitation Promoters

Views of the beneficiary househoids were noted

regarding usefulriess of Sanitation Promoters in helping

to solve the problems /issues related to rural sanita—

tien.

In S! villages, more than 83% replied that the promo—

ters were very useful while 13% said that they were

somewhat useful. Less than 4% of the househoids

replied that they were not useful.

In S2 viblages, the percentage of heuseholds epining

Sanitation Promoters as very useful was also high

(about 76%) though comparatively less than the

corresponding category in Si vilbages. This was

folbowed by 17% househoids who censidered that the

Sanitation Promoters were somewhat useful and lens

than 7% househelds who opined that they were not

useful. Percentage of beneficiaries considering Sanita—

tien Promoters to be very useful was around 61% in S3

villages

The reported data thus suggested that the degree of

usefulness of the Sanitation Promoters, as perceived by

the Sanitation Promoters, was positively related with

the success rank of the village.
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7.4 General Werking Comditions and Field Probbems

About two third of the Sanitation Promoters expressed

their satisfaction regarding overall working conditions

while the remaining responded otherwise. Main reasons

for dissatisfaction with the working conditions were

highlighted as absence of conveyance facility, insecure

service, in—sufficient salaries and delays in receipt ,/
/

of salaries. Of these, absence of transpert facilities T

was the mest acutely felt complaint. Selection of

project villages at highby dispersed bocations in one

district, inadequate public transport facilities om

certain routes and sometimes ‘Katcha’ difflcubt road

conditions further accentuated this problem.

Besides the transport problem, other main problems

faced by the Sanitation Promoters during field work

were pointed as: back of enthusiasm and uncooperative

attitude of the rural househoids in certalm cases,

inadequate amount of ban for constructiom of latrines, /

uncooperative attitude of some of the government perso— /

nnel particularly Secretarles of Union Councils and

delays in disbursement of fuids te the project

vi ilages.
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SECTION - 8 TECH~ICAL AIPPRAISAL OF LATRINES, BIOGAS
PLANTS AND WATER CISTERNS

Technical aspects related to the design, configura—

tions, materials, quality, construction features and

operation, play a major and vital role in the

functional performance and desired output generation of

the sanitary installations. This section attempts to

appraise and evaluate, latrines, excreta disposal sys-

tems, biogas digester plants and rairi water collection

cisterns, in relation to the aforementioned technical

issues. The analysis, and conciusions provided herein

are summarized from those presented in Report—6

:

Technical Appraisal of Latrines, Biogas—Units and Water

Cisterns. The recommendations and suggestions

pertaining to the improvement of these sanitary units

are presente~d in Section 10 of this report.

Key aspects and main issues, pertaining to the

technical features and performance of these sanitary

installations, addressed and presented in the above

referred study broadly inciuded:

a) Brief description of the processes involved in
operation of the installed water and sanitary
units.
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b) Assessment of the overall functionab utility and
effectiveness of the sanitary instabbations.

c) Identification of preblems, inadequacies, short
cemings, bottlenecks rebated to the design, opera—
tien and functional performance of the sanitary
imstallations and bayimg down the suggestiems to
improve the situatien.

d) Assessment of outputs and user’s satisfaction
levels.

e) Preparation of data base for mest commonby used
construction materials.

f) Estimates of pertinent design parameters, and
comparison with the standard criteria.

To collect primary data for technical appraisal of the

sanitary instablations, ‘technical questiennaires’ were

prepared and filled in with the help of sample benefi—

ciary househoids. Besides, alb these sampbe installa—

tiens were examined, to assess their efficiencies and

adequacies, by the quabified surveyors. The mumber of

sampled batrines, biogas plants and ram water cis—

terns, surveyed, were 84, 30 amd 5, with percentage

sampbe size of 20%, 10% and 10% respectiveby. Besides,

detailed literature survey was carried out te obtain

information pertaining to processes, operations,

salient design parameters and related criteria, output

and perfornance influencing factors, censtruction fea—

tures and materials.

Based upon the elaborate and rigorous analysis of the

data and information coblected, the comclusions and
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suggestiens pertaining to afore established technicab

aspects of latrines, biogas plants and ram water cis—

terns are presented separately, in the folbowing sub—

sections.

8.1 Latrines

8.1.1 Excreta Disposal System

Human excreta when deposited in tank er pit under

anaerobic conditions start to deconpose, the nam

actions of decomposition being to break down the com-

plex organic compounds, such as proteins and urea, into

simpler and more stable forms; to reduce the volume and

mans (semetimes as much as 80%) of the decomposing

material by the production of such gases as methane,

carben dioxide,ammonia, and hydrogem suiphide, which

are dissipated into the atmosphere, and by the produc—

tien of sobubbe matters and water which, under some

circumstances, leach away inte the underbying soib;

and to destroy pathogenic organisns which in some

imstances are unable to survive the process of decompo—

sition. The prôcess of stabilization by decomposition,

mainly depends upon temperature and detention periods

in the tank er pit.

Two major types of sanitary units are generably found

te be constructed for the sampbed latrines:
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a) Septic tanks er impervieus pits, imstalled in
46% of cases, with 33% of them without any
outfbow, indicate under utilization of the lat—
rines since other wise signs of overfbewing sheubd
have appeared. In 67% of the septic tanks,
effluents are being dispesed eff to open street
drains er fields, resulting obvieusby imte surface
poblutiem and unsighty conditioms. In no case
seepage pit er drainage field is provided for
subsurface disposal of the effbuents from septic
tanks/impervieus pits.

b) In 50% cases, batrimes are connected to soakage
pils with inpervieus mortar laid brick nasonry
walls instead of recommended open jointed masonry
to albow percolation through side walls and with
open base (52%) or granular (brmck ballast er
gravel) base (48%). In soakage pits, beth the
functions of sludge settbing, storage and decompo—
sition and subsurface disposal of liquid contents
were combined, in the same unit with the resubt
that percolatlon through base tends to decrease
with the deposition of sludge since finer sbudge
particles penetrate and cbog the underlying soib
peren.

The optinun capacity of tank or pit is related to the

sludge accumubation rates, heusehobd size and desirabbe

desbudging interval. In many cases (37%), the tanks

and pits are found to be quite over—sized with

desludging intervals above 10 years in contrast with

suggested range of 3—6 year~. The situation suggests,

that two imdependent units with optimun sizes i.e.

septic tank to separate, store and digest sludges and a

separate seepage pit with open jointed walls and per—

vious base to percebate supernatant effbuents from

septic tanks, may be buibt in the sane cest. This

would solve the preblems of, surface peblution due to

septic tanks effbuent disposal to open drains and
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reduction of soakage pit’s percolation capacities due

to deposition of sludges. -

8.1.2 Construction Flaterials

Most commonly used materials and thickness for various

components of latrines, generally found satisfactory,

are as listed below:
Percentage

Component Material Cases

Base of Septic Plain Cement Concrete 87%
Tanks/Impervious (100—150 mm)
Pits

Side wails of Brick masonry 95%
Tank/Pit (112—225 mm)

Roof of Tank/Pit RCC Slab 84%
(75—100 mm)

Latrine Floors Cement Sand Plastered 85%

Latrine Walls Brick Masonry 98%

Latrine Roof Bricks on T—Irons 55%

(where provided) RCC Slabs 33%
Latrine Doors Wooden 55%
(where provided) Steel Sheet 40%

8.1.3 Problems Identification

Analysis of data regarding functional performance of

latrines, highlighted the following main problems:

a. Odours and Faecal Smells

The problem of faecal smeils in latrines, reported
at some places (8%), was found to be primarily
associated with the practice of direct connection
of W.C. pan with tank/pit without any intervening
water seal and lack of interest on part of users,
to clean the latrine regularly.

b. Water Availability

Adequacy of water is prime factor, in increasing
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the functional utibity of latrines since it is
required for post defecatien ablutien, pour—
flushing of excreta through water trap and fre—
quent cleaning of latrime floers. Owing to non—
availability or shortage of water, under utibiza—
tien of lmtrines was reperted in about 14% of the
cases. In mest of such cases, the seurces of
water, mainby being wells, were bocated at
distances nere than 90 meters from houses, resul—
ting in inconvenience in water transport, for
latrine usage.

c. Water Cboset Pan Shape and Size.

In about 17% of the cases, W.C. pans were reported
to be undersized, resulting In splashing out of
human excreta and soibing of latrine fbeors while
de fecating.

Important censideratiens and pertinént criteria
for establishing efficient pan shape and
dimensioms, based upon experiences In Thailand and
SriLanka and standard pans manufactured in
Pakistan, are as baid down bebow:

1. The bowb’s opening sheuld have an effective
length of 380 mm, preferably more, te prevent
selling of fbeor.

2. The effective width of opening should be such
that it can be used by adults as well as
chibdrem, cenveniently, witheut selling of
fbeor. Effective width er diameter of 220 mm
en rear and 160 nm en front side of pan, will
satisfy this requirenent.

3. The centerbine distance between back of foot—
rests sheuld be of the order of 300 mm, te
afferd cenvenient defecating posture for
adults.

4. Usuab practices call for a seal 12.5—37.5 mm
deep.It should be realised hewever,that quan—
tities of water required to pour—fbush the
comtents,are directly related to the seal
depth.

Typical sketch of W.C. pans, reported to be
undersized, is shown in Exhibit 5. A comparison of
the bowl’s shape and size, with the technical
considerations and criteria, established above
reveals folbowing inadequacies and short conimgs:
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1. The respondent’s complaint about the pan,
being small, appears to be related to the
effective depth of bewl and not to ~the
lateral dirneiisions i.e. length and width. The
bewi is quite shallow when compared with the
“Orrisa type pan — Karam Cern Ltd.”, where by
effective depth varies from 108 mm (front) te
198 mm (rear).

2. The effective bowb width varles from 200 mm
(front) to 230 mm (rear), that maken its use
inconvenient and difficult for children.

3. The trap directing forward as showm in
Exhiblt — 5, is probably adopted from
Thailand’s pan that was primarily designed
for latrines whereby seakage plts directly bie
under the latrine and no pipe connection is
required between W.C. and the pit. However,
since all the latrines surveyed are found to
be connected to soakage pits er septic tanks,
located at a distance from them, with pipe,
the trap design does not appear to be an
efficlent one in discharging the contents to
pit/tank. Instead, under these conditions, a
P—type trap, separate or monolithic with
bowi, with an eutlet suitable for pipe
connection, should be adopted.

4. The trap opening at bottom designated as
in Exhibit 5, should be equal to the
dimension ‘B’, to prevent any constriction in
the fbow of contents.

d. Privacy Aspects

In 17.8% cases the latrines were found without
doorn.

e. Internal Dimensions of Latrine Structure:

Internal dimensi ons of the latrine structure va—
ried in wide rangen with length as 1.1 to 3 meters
and width as 1.1 to 2 meters. However, users were
found satisfied with minimum dimension of 1.1 x
1.1 meters, for household purposes.

8.2 Biogas Plants

The biogas plants are digesters installed to produce

niethane by anaerobic fermentatlon of human and farm
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wastes. Vegetable wastes, night soib and animal dung,

diluted with water in ratios 1:1 te 1:2, are fed to

influent waste chanber. The biogas, largeby a mixture

of methane and carbon dioxide that bubbles out of

biquid, is trapped by an inverted drum placed en the

liquids surface for use as fuel for househeld lighting

er coeking. The digested mixture er sburry, drawn from

bottom of digestien tank through effluent pipe, can be

used en the land as a soil cenditioner and fertllizer.

The biogas plants are particularly suitable for rural

areas where animab dung is avaibabbe in abundant quan—

tities associated with serieus preblen of human and

animal waste management and pellutien control. The

advantages of recovering energy by biogas plants over

traditiomal methods of burning dried animal dung are:

increased( twice as much) amount of recevered heat

energy, multiple usage (coeking, lightimg etc.),

absence of smoke and obnexieus gases, use of slurry as

fertibizer and effective control of pollutlon from

human and farm wasten.

The prime factors that contreb the productien of blegas

yields include temperature and composition of waste.

Two rangen of tenperature are suitable for the diges—
0 0

tien, with nesophilic range (30 — 40 C ) being more

dpprepriate under village cenditiens where little cnn
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be done in practical terms to maintain temperatures

above the ambient. The wastes with lower carbon t-o

nitrogen ratios are found to yield more volumes of

biogas. Consequently addition of human excreta parti—

cularly urine, high in mitrogen contents, are reported

to result in higher yields of methane.

8.2.1 Plants not Functioning

A number of plants (57% of sample plants) were fourid to

be closed and not in working conditions. Nam reasons

responsible for close down of plants, in ranking order

of significance, were studied as low initial and subse—

quent gas yields possibly due to lack of adequate dung

quantities (29%), lack of interest on part of the

consumer to feed and rnaintain the plant (24%), some—

times due to availability of alternate gas supply, low

gas yields due to winter season (18%) and gas leakage

from invert drum (6%). Some of the plants (23%) were

found to be incomplete since invert steel drums were

not provided by the concerned functionaries.

8.2.2 Common Construction Faults

Some of the cornmon faults, related to the construction

features of plants, were found to be installation of

light gauge (22) steel sheets for invert drums instead

of heavy gauge (16), absence of central partition wall

to isolate digested slurry from raw waste input, provi—
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siom of effbuent slurry pipes at liquld level instead

of from bottom of digester and installation of flat top

invert drum instead of cenical roof.

8.2.3 Common Operatienab Features

Seme of the commen operationab features, found in the

surveyed biogas plants included:

a. With the exception of one, all the plants were
“Pak Model” type with invert steel drum te colbect
and store biogas.

b. The dilution ratio of dung te water, in pbants
that were functioning, was foumd Ëo be in range of
1:1 to 1:2. Hewever, no significant correbation
exists between dilution and gas yiebds.

c. In no case latrlne was connected te biogas plant.
The plants were solely fed by animal dung.

8.2.4 Construction Materials

Mont commonly used naterials for varieus componemts of

the digester plants, with satisfactery performance, are

listed as below:

Component Materiabs %age Cases

Base Plain Cement Concrete 93%
(150-300 mm)

Walls 225mm brick masonry 90%

Roof Mild Steel Sheet invert

drum (22—16 gauge) 96%

Infl uent/

Effluent Pipe R.C.C. Pipe (150—225 mm) 86%

Gas Pipe G.I.Pipe (12—18 mm) 68%

Rubber Pipe (12—18 nn) 32%
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8.2.5 Gas Yields, Pressures and Digester Vo].umes

Rigorous analysis of data on performance parameters

highlighted the following main findings:

a. The unit gas yields in terms of litre per day per
medium sized animal (cow or buffalo) ranges from
220 to 1100 with a weighted average of 690 that
closely corresponds to the normal values (500 to
600) reported in literature.

Wide variations in the values of biogas yields
might be due to variety of field conditions.
Important factors effecting gas yield were consi—
dered to be exposure to sun heat, quantities of
animal dung and animal feed characteristics.

b. The data did not reflect any significant correla—
tion between unit gas yields and unit digester
volume (in range of 0.88 —5.7 cu.m. per animal).
Flowever, in range of minimum digester volumes
(0.88 — 1.33 cu.m./animal), high gas yields in
range of 660 to 110 litre per day per animal are
obtained. It indicates that most of the digesters
are unnecessarily over—sized through suggested
range of 1 to 1.5 cu.m./litre could be sufficient
to give off required gas yields.

c. The adequacy of daily biogas yield (y in litres—
/day), on the basis of users satisfaction, is
found to be represented by the following fixed
value function.

Y = 1200 for P 10

Y = 1200 + (p—lO) 40 for P 10

Where P = household size

d. The gas supply rates that closely relate to avai—
lable gas pressures, considered satisfactory,
from user’s point of view, are in range of 450 to
525 litre~ per hour. In a few cases, users’ have
shown dissatisfaction with the gas pressures,
available for cooking.

In the light of elaborate analysis of quantitative

data, it was considered that 1200 litre/day of gas
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supply was sufficient for a famiby of 10 persons er

bess. The supply could be managed with 2—3 cows er

buffabos under goed plant operation conditions.

8.2.6 Effluent Sburry

In all the reported cases, effluent slurry was being

used for soil conditioning and fertilization of cubti—

vated land. About 38% of the users disposed the slurry

directby off to the soil while the remaining 62%

treated it before using for fertilizatien. The methods

of treatment empboyed were as folbows:

Sun Drying 38%

Compositing 62%

(Annex. B—5)

8.3 Ram Water Cisterns

Ram water cisterns are masenry or concrete sterage

tanks constructed to coblect ram water falling on the

heuse roofs, for subsequent domestic use. The essen—

tial elements of clstern system are depressed ‘Khura’

er roof gutter to coricentrate runoff from roof, verti—

cal ram water leader and storage tank furnished with

outfbow tap and overfbow pipe.

As an alternate source of water supply, ram water

cisterns particularby suit to the rural areas where

public water supplies are not avaibable and private

water sources i.e. handpumps, open welbs, springs etc.

are some times far from the heuse.
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8.3.1 Functional Iitility

In all the reperted cases, primary sources of water

were open wells, with their distances varying from 50

to 2000 meters from houses. The consumers were found to

be generally satisfied with the quabity of water

availabbe. It impbies that ram water cisterns were

generally used as an alternate source and consuners did

net solely reby upon It. However, all the respondents

appreclated the utility of cistern water as a suppie—

mentary source. The househoids considered that the

water cisterns contributed to reduce inconvenience

resulting from bringing water from distant primary

sources.

8.3.2 Censtruction Materials and Quality

The exanined water cisterns, five in total, were cyJin—

dricab in shape, with dianeters and depths in range of

1.9 to 2.7 n and 2 to 2.6 m respectively. Constructed

with 225 mm brick masonry walls, materials and thick—

ness as for roof and base varied from cistern to cis—

term. Mest of the pipe werk was of galvanized iren

with inlet, outlet and overlfow pipe sizes, varying in

range of 30—150 mm, 13—50 mm and 13—30 mm, respectively

Functioning of the water cisterns was generally , repor—

ted as satisfactory. In one case, leakage from the

base of cisterm was however, reported. The leakage was
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due to a major crack at the bottom of the cistern. Main

reason attributed to the leakage of the cistern was its

bad quality of construction.

8.3.3 Cistern Water QuabiLy

Cistern water quabity, mainby function of smoothness,

fmnlshing materiab and slope of catchment roof and

cleaning frequency of roof and cistern, was reported as

good/satisfactory in all the cases. However, In mest

cases people preferred to use well water for drinking

purposes.

8.3.4 Cistern Capacity

The primary data en cistern’s capacity, have been used

to deveboped model for determining optimum cistern

volume. The model is presented in Section 10.
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S~CTION - 9 FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS

Overall View

The overall performance of the Punjab Sanitation

Programme, as evaluated by rigoreus analysis of massive

primary and secondary data presented in the six sector

study reports, appears to be encouraging. In spite of

lag between planned and realized quantifiable tar—

gets, it has had visible impact. Furthermore the

approach has streng potential for improving sanitation

in the rural areas. Higher levels of efficiency may be

attained with 1mproved and effective planning and mana-

gement of the varlous compenents of the Programme.

The Evaluation highlights the following main strengths

and weaknesses of the Punjab Sanitotion Programme.

A. Strengths

(1) The Punjab Sanitation Programme was initiated and
executed in a large number of villages in the aix
‘barani’ districts of Punjab: Jhelum, Chakwab,
Rawabpindi, Attock, Mianwali and Dera Ghazi Khan.
Appraised in the context of its breader ebjec—
tives, to change ages obd perceptions and prac—
tices concerning health, hygiene and environmental
sanitation of predommnantly conservative secieties
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through education, motivation and comtnunity parti—
cipatien processes wiLh the help of Inexperienced
field staff having no transport facilities and
with weak instituiioiial support, ihis appears to
be significant achievement. The Programme
succeeded in generating considerable demand for
installatlon of sanitation lechnologies, particu—
larly latrines, among a large nurnber of rural
househoids In a shert span of 3 to 4 years.

(ii) Teaching and Training Programme for the field
staff, offered at Local Government Training Insti—
tute, Lalamusa, have been quite successfub. Cur—
ricula, training methodobogy, its relevance to
practical field condiLions atid the number of per—
soms trained in a short span of time are censi—
dered to be generally salisfactery.

(iii) The Punjab Sanitation Programme has been succes—
sful in Improving knowledge and awareness of
hygiene and sanitation particularly among

L)(beneficiary househoids. It was observed that the
~‘project village liouselio]ds had better knowbedge

and awareness of hygiene and sanitation than the
control househoids.

(iv) The Punjab Sanitatien Programme tended to have a
positive effect in reducing incidence of diarrhoea
in the project vlilages. The beneficlary heuse—
hobds report that the frequency of diarrhoea
complaints ameng heusehold members has decreased
after adopting the recemmendatien of the Punjab
Sanitation Programme.

(v) The Punjab Sanitation Pregramme made significant
contributions in improvirig the hygiene practices,
regarding toilet habits, substance used for
cleaning after defecation, washing habits, main—
tenance of water sources, and cleanliness and
covering of drinking water containers particularly
among beneficiary Itousehoids. Comparison between
project and control villages further revealed that
project village househoids were more conscious of
hygiene than the control households.

(vi) Overall Impacts Qf the Punjab Sanitation Programme
in improving environmental sanitation conditions
are considered te be pesitive. The project
vlllages appeared better in environinentab sanita—
tion than the control villages. Within the pro-
ject villages, the beneficiary households
generally tended te mairitain better sanitation
conditions inside and outside the heuse than the
non—bemeficiary heusehoids.
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(vii) Senior Government Officials and members of the
Local Councils genera1ly considered this Programme
very useful. At one stage, the provinciob minister
for Local Government and Rura 1 Pevebopment and a
few senior government officials took keen interest
in the Punjab Sanitatlon Programme. This contri—
buted to expeditious implementatlon of the Preg-.
mmme. This level of interest among senior offi-
cials however, could not be sustained after tram—
sfers of the key officials.

B. Weaknesses

(1) Lack of proper planning and pregramming, before
expanding scope and coverage of the Punjab
Sanitation Programme significantly affected Its
overall performance.

(ii) The Punjab Sanitation Programme was not
incorporated in the established organizatlonal
framework of the Rural Development Department. It
was given a separate status. This created
various probbems for the executien of the
Programme.

(iii) Late preparatlon and approval of PC—I Ferm created
severe policy problems. This also obstructed the
process of absorption of Sanitation Promoters in
the LG&RDD.

(iv) Weak Control of the Provincial Office of the
LG&RDD en Programme operations generably contri—
buted to ]ow efficiency among the field staff and
less care towards proper hondling of certain
operations.

(v) During its execution, the field staff attached
more importance te instablation of latrines cern—

pared to other components of the Punjab Sanitatlen
Programme.

(vi) There was no specific Programme, to hand over the
Punjab Samitation Programme te the government.

(vii) Lack of transport facilities for the field staff
centributed to bow efficiency in Programme ‘~

implementation.

(viii) Frequemt transfer of key government officials at
poblcy bevel, particubarly the Director Generalsof
LC&RDDaffected programme efficiency.
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9.2 Findings and Observations of the six indepth Sector
Studies

Important fmndings and observatioris highlighted in the

six sector study reports are presented in feblowing

sub—sections. Sections 3 to 8 of this repert give only

brief descriptions of the six studies. Detailed suppor—

ting information about some of the findings and obser—

vations therefore, mlght not be referred in these sec—

tions.

9.2.1 Achievement of Quantifiable Targets

i) In view of specific nature of the Punjab Sanita—
tien Programme and implernentation capacity of the
concemned organizatlotis for handling simil.ar pro—
jects, in geographically dispemsed and culturally
diverse spatial settings, the planned targets
appeared high for the given period. The targets
were mainly fixed om the basis of available finan—
cml resources. Important considemations like
back of adequate past experience of the executing
organization(s),non—availability of requisite
expertise and technical know—how particularly
during early phases of project impbementation,
lesser flexibility among certain functionaries to
adapt to new roles iii a short span of time and
absemce of a well defined modus operandi for coor—
dination among different functionaries of the
concerned organizations needed diie appreciation,
to make the targets more realistics, before plann-
Ing.

(ii) A total of 349 vilbages were selected for the
programme during~l981—1986. Out of these, 301
villages were selected during 1983—1986. The
programme was implemented, with varying degrees of
success, in 230 villages during the peried. Om
average, the target was to complete implernentation
of the Programme in about 26 villages each year in
each district. The reported data revealed that
about 12—16 vl1]ages were covered, with varying
degrees of success, eacli year in each district.
Number of villages wilh Larget achievemeot of 50%
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and more, 25%—49% and less than 25% regarding
construction of latrines, were 124, 53 & 53 res—
pectively during 1983—1986.

(iii) Data about programrne implementation,~ contained in
the effice records of UNICEF and the concern~d
provincial offices of the Rural Devebopment
Department, was found to be incomplete and aggre—
gated. Basic information for progress monitoring,
name, location, level of target achievement, and
status of funds, for each selected village, were
not available wltI~ these organizations during the
coumse of lmplemeiitation. In certain cases, even
the district headquarters did not have complete
information. Furthermore, data coblected from the
above meferred two sources and from the secreta—
ries of Union Councils were also found te be
inconsistent. This implies inadequate monitoring
of the programme and carebessness in collection
and compilation of project data.

(iv) Data regarding achievement of targets of the Pun—
jab Sanitatien Programme have been supplied by
these functionaries whose werk performance is also
evaluated, besides othems, en the basis of degree
of success of the Programme in their area. This
influenced in reporting exaggerated figuren about
achievement of targets in certain cases.

Cv) Targets for construction of Demonstmation and
Household latrines for each village were fixed te
be 2 and 70 latrines respectively. However, the
data received from the Secretaries of Union Coun—
cils, about the two types of latrines, exhibited
different targets in certain cases.

Grens inconsistencies were also observed between
the planned targets of the programme and these
stated by the Secretaries of Union Councils regar—
ding soakpits, biogas units, and water cisterns.

No targets were mentioned, in the PC—I Form, rega-
rdimg construction of water cisterns during 1983—
1986. Jiowever, the latest data about project
performance revealed that 26 water cisterns were
constructed during the period.

(vi) Achievenient of Targets regarding different compo—
nents of tha Punjab Sanitation Programme are given
in Table 15.
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9.2.2 Impact en Rural Heuseholds

(i) Beneficiary households displayed overall better
understanding of the Punjab Sanitation Programme
than the non—beneficiary heusehoids.

(ii) Host important sources of information about the
Punjab Sanitation Programme considered by both
beneficiary and non—beneficiary househobds were;
home visits of the Sanitation Promoters and the
membern of Village Sanitatien Committees.
Majerity of househoids came to know about
the Punjab Sanitatieji Programme from the Sanita—
tion Promoters.

(iii) The Punjab Sanitation Programme was noted to have
a positive impact in iiicubcating awareness among
the househobds about diseases spread by human
excreta, and various causes of diarrheea. The
Programme however, did not seem to have any per—
ceptible impac t regarding awareness about water
borne diseases and immttriization against six child—
hoed diseases.

(iv) A dominant majority of respondents perceived heuse
latrines to be generally useful and goed, for the
household. Host cemmonby attributed benefit, for
constructing a latrine, by all the three type of
respondents was its usefulness le secure privacy
for wonen. Other frequently quoted respenses
regarding usefubness of batrines were, ‘goed for
emergencies’, ‘conveiiient’, and ‘cleaner/hygie—
nic’, in that order•

It is important to mention that the percentage of
the househobds who perceived latrines as cleaner
and hyglenic was the highest among beneficiary
heusehoids compared to non—beneficiary and control
households. This may be attributed te positive
impact of the Punjab Sanitation Pregramme. Educa—
tion and metivation of rural households to adopt
latrine for better hygienic and sanitation condi—
tien had been a major area of emphasis of the
Punjab Sanitation Programme.

(v) A barge majerity of the households expressed the
desire to construct house latrine. However, they
could not de so mainby b~cause of financial con—
straints. They proposed to increase the amount of
ban for censtruction of latrines.
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(vi) Pattern of occupaliorial disiribuLbon among pioject..

village househoids suggested that the IlOUSeIlOldS
engaged in non—agricultural occupations were more
likely to adopt sanitatien Lechnology(ies) and
vice versa. The Punjab Sanitatien Programme was
observed to he more pepular among these who had
sabaried houselield nembers.

(vii) Educational achievements of the househebds were
noted to be pesitively related with the adoption
of sanitatien technolegy(ies) of the Programme. It
was further observed that the househoids with
higher standard of education had a Iiigher tendency
te adopt the Programme.

(viii) Information about income distribution among bene—
ficiary and non—beneficiary households suggested
that the Punjab Sanitalion Programme was compara—
tiveby more popubar among bigher inceme heuse—
holds. Ii was further noted that the households
with higher levels of inceme bad a higher tendency
to adopt the Programine (as iii case of education).

(ix) The Punjab Sanitation Programme tended to have
positive effects in reducing diarrhoea complaints
among r~iral househoids. Frequencies of diarrheea
complaints were noted to be comparatively bow
among project village househobds than these among
control households. Furthermore, a barge majerity
of beneficiary househelds considered that the
adoption of Punjab Sanitation Programmes’ recon—
mendatfons contributed in overall reduction of
diarrhoea complaints among heusehold members.

(x) The Punjab Sanitatlon Programme did not appear te
have sigmificant impact en actual immunization of
children against six chibdhood diseases among the
project village househoids.

(xi) Studies regarding toilet habits, substance used
for cleaning after defecation, washing habits,
maintenance of water sources, and cbeanbiness and
cevering of drinking water containers indicated
that the Punjab Sanitation Programme had an over-
all pesitive effect in impreving the hygiene prac—
tices of the rural population. Specificalby,
toilet habits. of beneficiary household members,
particularly females, were observed to be
radicably improved than these of ether categery
househoids. Children were the other mest affected
group in this regard.
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(xii) Effects of the Pnnjah Sanitation Programme were
noted to be positive regarding proper disposal of
househeld garbage and waste wèter among the bene—
ficiary househoids. On the whole, the beneficiary
househoids tended to maintain better sanitatien
conditions inside and outside of their residences
compared to non—beneficiary househoids. Village
level comparison between project and control
villages further revealed that the fermer had
better environmental sanitatiqn conditions.

9.2.3 Management for Implementation

i) During early stages of programme implementation,
there was more emphnsis on construction of varlous
water and sanitation technobogies and training of
field staff. Comparatively less importance was
given to detailed planning and programming.

ii) The Punjab Sanitation Programme was not treated as
other projects of Local Government and Rural Deve—
lopment Departmeni. It was given a separate
status. Detailed pobicy guidelines regarding its
execution, supervision of werk, coordination,
progmess monitering, financiab management and
record maintenance were not properly fermulated.

iii) Robes and responsihilities of different functiona—
ries were defined quite late.

iv) At one stage, sor’ie of the high government offi-
cials and the Previncial Minister for Local
Government and Rural Devebopment took special
interest in the Punjab Sanitation Programme. This
contributed to higher achievement of Programme
targets.

v) Late preparation and approval of PC—I Form created
severe policy problems. It also obstructed the
process of abserptlon of Water and Sanitation
Premotersby the LG&RDD.

vi) Villages were generally selected according te the
specified criteria as outlined in PC—I Form. In
few cases.the criteria was not folbowed strictly.
Selection of new viblages and release of funds for
implementation were made without appraising the
performance of the Programme in already selected
villages.
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vii) Members of Vii [age SaniLat [on Committees and the
Secretaries of Union Councils generabby understood
their roles and respons i bi] .1 ties for the Punjah
Sanitation l’rogranime, wliile the ADLGs did not
understand their roles fully. Mest of the Project
Managers did not uiiderstand Lheir PSP roles riglit.

viii) Overall level of efforts input by different
functionaries was moderate.

ix) Overall level of interest among the functionaries
as percelved by VSC members, generably varied in
inverse relatien te their rank in management
hierarchy i.e. bower the rank of the functionary,
the higher was his level of interest in the
Programme and vice—versa.

x) Mode of ceordination among officers was generalby
‘official meelligs’ (formal) while at bower rungs
of management hierarchy, the popular mode of coer—
dination was ‘personal contact’ (formal as well
as informal).

xi) Overall level of coordination among the Programme
functionaries was reported to be generally geod er
moderate. However, level of ceordination among
the fiebd staff was ebserved to be deficient in

certain cases. Specifically, level of coordina—
tien between the Secretaries of U.Cs. and the
Sanitation Promoters was reported as deficient.

xii) Levelof coorditiation between the Programme Offi-
cer of UNICEF and Assistant Project Officers was
reported te be unsatisfactory.

xiii) Overall level of coordination between UNICEF,
LG&RDD and the Local Government Councils, was
generably good. Ilowever, certain probbems were
encountered due to back of detailed planning and
programming of the Programme.

xiv) Responses of government functionaries, ADLGs,
Projett Managers, Secretaries of U.Cs and the
members of the VSCs regarding frequency of field

/visits for supervision of PSP operatiens by the
~concerned personnel are incensistent in certain

cases. Majority of ADLCs, Project Managers and
the Secretaries opined that they visited the pro-
ject villages en monthly basis. Their responses
regarding fortnightly, quarterly and bi—annually
visits were rather bow. The members of the
Village Sanitation Committees (VSCs) on the other
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hand observed that frequencies of visits by Secre—
taries and Project Managers were rather higher
while bow in case of ADLCs. The frequencies of
visits by Assistant Project Officers of UNICEF and
the high government officials were also reported
to be bow by the VSC members.

xv) The Provincial Office of LG&RDD could not maintain
effective control om PSP operations.

xvi) The ADLGs and the Project Managers reported that
overall quality of progress moriitoring was goed.
In the light of the information coblected from the
field and the concerned offices, their opinions
appear biased. Quality of progress menitering was
not upte the mark throughout the course of impbe—
mentation of the Programme.

xvii) Ten most commonly encountered preblems during
execution of the Punjab Sanitation Programme,
were: illiteracy, newness of the Pregramme, back
of coordination among fleld staff, smaller amount
of ban, lack of training of field staff, less-~
effective leadership, no incentives for Secreta—
ries and members of VSCs, back of cooperation from
the target population, cultural reasons and con—
flicts/local politics in the target viblages, in
that ranking order.

9.2.4 Financiab Management

i) Certain digressions from the proposed fbow of
funds, in receipts as well as disbursals, were
observed at UNICEF, District, Markaz and Union
Councils Levels. It implies certain weak links
in management of finances. This may be attributed
to back of formal policy framework for financial
management, back of communication/understanding
about the proposed fbow of funds ameng different
functionaries er weak control in overall manage-
ment.

ii) Modes of drawing and disbursement of PSP funds,
practiced by different functionaries were reported
to be generalby the same as proposed.

iii) The Village Sanitation Committees received the
funds in installments as well as lumpsum. Percen-
tage respenses for each method of drawing funds by
the VSCs were 15% and 66% respectively.
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iv) All the ADLGs responded that there was no lead
time in receipts and disbursement of funds while
21% of the Project Managers and 29% of Secretaries
of IJ.Cs. said otherwise. The opinions of the
ADLGs were found to he biased. The cash books
were net generally niaintained and the bank pass
books were not updated regularly in mest of 111e
cases. It was therefore, not possible to find out
the amount of time invobved in receipts and
disbursement of funds at different hierarchical
bevels. It was observed that owing to back of
dear policy about the interest earned en PSP
funds, there night have been a tendency ameng seme
of the functionaries to de].ay disbursal of funds.

v) Proper metheds/principles of accounting were not
fobbowed in handling PSP accounts. In mest of the
cases studied, the acceunts were net handbed by
properly quabified or trained staff.

vi) There was no sys tem of audi ting. The PSP accounts
were never audited. Under the circumstances,
there might have heeii certain irregularities iii

the use of PSP funds.

vii) Different villages were allocated different
amounts of money for demonstration werk as well as
for Revolving Fuiid. Amount of funds allocated for
demonstration werk to project villages varied from
less than Rs. 7,000.0 to Rs. 51,500.0 while the
amount of Revolving Fund varied from less than Rs.
12000.0 te Rs. 44,000.0. Main reasons for
albocating different amounts to different
villages, propounded by the ADLGs and the Secreta—
ries of U.Cs., were size of the village, magnitude
of planmed targets, recommendations of superiors
and pobiticab considerations.

viii) Out of 301 villages, selected during 1983—1986, 52
vilbages utilized excess amount of demonstration
funds compared to PC—I Form Cost Estimates. Total
amount incurred in excess of PC—I Cost Estimate
was Rs. 507,751.0. An ameunt of Rs. 89,348.0,
meant for dernonstration werk was found to be bying
un—utilized in these villages.

ix) On the basis of aggregate estimates, unit cost of
demonstration latrine comes to be Rs. 5,013.00,
67% higher than the PC—I Cost Estimates. Unit
cost of latrines tends to vary over the years,
mainly because of non—utilization of funds in
certain cases.
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x) Amount of ban given te househoids, for construc— -

tien of batrines, varied from less than Rs. 250.00
te more than Rs. 1,000.00. Propesed amount of
ban, Rs. 300.00, was considered less by the
househoids. The VSCs tended te give higher
amounts of ban to the Individuab households.

xi) An ameunt of Rs. 1,080,171.00, 15% of the total
Revolvi.ng Fund received by the Secretaries of
U.Cs., was reported to have been repaid in 7

3•7
4i’

of the total villages. Data about repayment of
ban in case of District Rawalpindi appears exag—
gerated.

Number of households who had returned the loon or
were returning ban is comparatively small. Most
of the househoids paid back the money in
installments. Majority of the households paid Rs.
50.00 as mentlily instailment.

About 40% of VSCs reported that they did not
recover any amount of the inoney boaned to house—
holds.

xii) Level of satisfaction regarding use of Revolving
Fund was comparatively higher among the ADLGs and
the members of VSCs and moderate among the Project
Managers. The level of satisfactlon was rather
low among the Secretaries of U.Cs.

xiii) Level of satisfaction regarding eperatien
(recovery) of Revolving Fund was observed to be
generabby bow among the concerned functionaries.

xiv) Cross utilization of Revolving Fund per latrine,
during 1981—1986, works out to be Rs. 808.00 en
the basis of total amount released by UNICEF, and
Rs. 704.00, en the basis of total amount received
by Secretaries of Union Councils.

9.2.5 Training anti Job Performance of Sanitation Promoters

1) The staff members of the Local Government Training
Institute (LGTI), Lalamusa expressed dissatisfac—
tien regerding selection criteria of the Sanita—
tien Prometers. They considered that the selec—
tion procedure was net sufficientby cempetitive.
They however, agreed that the minimum educatienal
requirement fixed for selection of the Sanitatien
Promoters, matriculation, was adequate. On the
other hand mest of the Sanitation Promoters were
found to be satisfied with the selection criteria.
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ii) Almost all the Sanitatlon Promoters were satisfied
with the quality and contents of the course, 100%
wlth theory and 95% wi 1h practical work. A domi-
nant majority of the Sanitatien Promoters was also
found to be satisfied with the teaching methods,
methods of performance evaltiation (examinations),
capability of i ns truc Iers/t eachlng staff and
general admiiiistration of the training programme.
About 42% of the Sariitation Promoters considered
that the amount of stipened was inadequate.

A barge majorlty of the Sanitation Promoters also
considered that the length of the training
programme, one month theory and two month practi—
cal werk, was sufficient.

iii) Most of the Sanitation Promoters said that the
training programme at LCTI was very useful and
contributed in irnproving their knowbedge about
rural sanitation, their skills and attitudes toi-
wards werk.

iv) A large majority of the members of the village
Sanitation Committees (82%) considered that the
Sanitation Promoters were geod er very goed in
interacting with the rurab househelds. ilowever,
the Project Managers had disparate opinions in

this respect. About 43% of them considered that
the Sanitation Promoters were goed er very
good while more than half of the Project Managers
responded that the Saiiitatien Promoters were defi—
cient in interaction with the rurab population.

v) Sanjtation Promoterg’ effectivenegs in motiva—
tionab werk was generally rated above average by
mest of the concerned ADLGs and the Project Mana-
gers.

vi) A large percentage of the members of village Sani—
tation Committees (82%) considered that the Sani—
tation Promoters were generally geod er very goed
regarding their leadership quabities. Uowever,
more than ~~O%of the respondent Project Managers

censidered them deficient in leadership quabities.
Onby 36% of the latter considered them goed er
very goed in leadership qualities.

vii) A majority of the members of village Sanitation
Committees as well as the Project Managers consi—
dered that the Sanitation Promoters had generalby
goed or very geod level of technicab skibbs to
execute the Punjab Sanitation Prograrnme.

4
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viii) Abilities of the Sanitation Promoters to coordi—
mate various field activities were rated to be
good or very goed by majority of the members. of
the Village Sanitat.1on Committees (82%). The ADLGs
also judged tliem ahove average. About 67% of the
ADLGs considered them goed while the remaining 33%
as average in coordination of varieus activities.

Among the Project Managers, about half of thea
rated the Sanitation Promoters as goed er very
good, about 14% as average while about 21% as
deficient in coordinating varlous field activi—
ties. The rernaining 14% of the Project Managers
did not respond.

ix) Majority of the ADLGs as well as Project Managers
considered that the Sanitatlon Promoters had gene—
rally above average level of performance in execu—
tion and supervision of various field activities.
None of the ADLGs considerd them deficient in this
case.

x) The ADLGs and the Project Managers generally rated
the performance of the Samitation Promoters, in
monitoring and progress reporting of varieus field
activities to their superiors, as average.

xi) Half of the ADLGs judged that the pace of werk of
the Sanitation Promoters was moderate whibe the
remaining half considered it fast. Pattern of
responses by the ADLGs regarding level of efforts
input by the Sanitation Promoters was also the
same.

The Project Managers’ respenses regarding pace of
werk of the Sanitation Promoters were 14% for full
capacity, 64% for moderate capacity and 14% for
bebow capacity. Regrading level of efforts input,
about 29% of the Project Managers opined that the
Sanitation Promoters worked to their full capacity
while about 36% of them gave a moderate rating.
About 21% of the Project Managers considered that
the Sanitation Promoters worked bebow capacity.

xii) Mest of the respondent househobds informed that
the Sanitation Prornoters, males as well as fe—
mabes, visited their villages on fortnightly er
monthby basis. Percentages of households epining
that the Sanitation Promoters visited quarterly
er even less frequently were rather bow.
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xiii) The Sanitation Promoters who visited the Project
Vilbages more frequently generally stayed for
less durati ei) of Linie (4 liours er less) . On the
other hand the Sanitation Promoters visiting with
less frequency stayed for bonger time period
(full day er more).

xiv) A dominant majority of the beneficiary houseliolds
considered the Sanitation Prometers te be very
useful in helping to solve their sanitation and
rebated probbems.

xv) Absence of transport facilities for the Sanitation
Promoters was considered as the mest acutely felt
fiebd problem . Selection of project vilbages at
dispersed bocations, inadequate public transport
facibities on certain routes and sometimes
‘katcha’/difficull road conditions further accen—
tuated this problem.

xvi) About two third of the Sanitation Promoters were
satisified with the overall working conditions
whlle the remaining expressed otherwise. Main
reasons for dissatisfaction with the werking con—
ditions were highlighted as absence of conveyance
facility, insecure service, insufficient salary
and debays in receipts of sabaries.

xvii) The Sanitation Pronoters generably considered that
the Punjab Sanitation Programme contributed to
visibbe improvements In general health ef the
beneficiary househoids, hygiene practices and
environmental sanitatien at village level. It may
be memtioned that the perceptions of the Sanita—
tion Premoters generally conform’ to the findings
of the impact study referred in subsection 9.2.2.

9.2.6 Technical Appraisal of Latrines, l3iogas Plants and

Water Cisterns.

A. Latrines:

1. Excreta disposal facilities, installed aL
mest of places are either septic tanks (impervious
pits with no outfbow er outflowing to open drains)
er soakage pits (with impervious walls and per—
vious base) having combined functions -of sbudge
settbing, storage and deconiposition and subsoil
percobation of liquid centents. Mest of these
units are found to be over sized with capacities
much more than required. The situation suggests
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that two independent units with optimum sizes i.e.
septic tank to separate, store and digest sbudges
and a separate seepage pit with open jeinted walis
and pervious base to percobate supernatant
effbuents from septic tanks, may be built within
the same cost. This would solve the problems of
surface pobbution due te septic tanks effluent
disposal to open drains and reduction of soakage
pit’s percobation capacities due to deposition of
sludges.

ii) The main problems, tending to limit the use of
latrines, at some places, are found to be non—
avaibability er shortage of water (required for
abbution and flushing), under size W.C. pan cau—
sing inconvenience in squattlng defecation posture
and splashing out of excreta and lack of privacy
due to absence of doors in latrines. Further,
shape and size of W.C. pan needs to be such that
it can be used conveniently by adubts as well as
children.

B. Biogas Pbants

1) A number of plants (57% of sampbe plants) were
found to be cbosed and not in working conditions.
The reasons for cbose dewn of pbants, in rank
order of significance, are bow initial and subse—
quent gas yields possibly due te lack of adequate
dung quantities, back of iriterest en part of con—
sumer to feed and maintain the plant, sometimes
due to availability of alternate gas supply bow
gas yiebds due te winter season and gas leakage
from invert drum.

Ii) Some of the cemmon faults, rebated to the
construction features of plant, include installa—
tion of light gauge (22) steel sheets for Invert
drums instead of heavy gauge (16), absence of
centrab partition wall to isolate digested slurry
from raw waste input, provision of effluent slurry
pipes at liquid level instead of from bettom of
digester and installation of flat top invert drum
instead efconlcal roof.

iii) At some plants, condensed water drops are reported
to traveb in the gas pipe and cheke burner vabve.

iv) For pbants found in working conditions, mest of
the respondents have shown satisfaction with the
gas yIelds and pressures.
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v) For a household size of 10 persons er bebow, 1200
biter/day of gas supply is found to be adequate
that can be furnislied willi 2—3 cows or bu.ffalos
with plant in goed operating cendition.

vi) Most of the digesters are found to be oversized
when compared witli unit capacity of 1—1.5 cu.m.
per medium size animal.

C. Ram Water Cisterns:

i) In all cases, ram water cisterns act as an alter—
mate and net the sebe source of water suppby.
Though in some cases, ram water cisterns are
installed where a well or handpump is bocated
nearby the heuse.

ii) All the users are satisfied with the quality of
cistern water. Ilowever, most of the respondents
did not use it for drinking purposes.

iii) The quantitative data om cisterns reveal that
optimum cistern capacity need not to be more than
one—third of the total volume of annual rainfall
to be intercepted.

4
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- SECTION - 10 RECOMMENDATIONS AND POLICY GUIDELINES

The foibowing main peints need careful appreciation

before relaunching the Punjab Sanitation Programme:

10.1 General Pobicy Guidelines

1) Establishment of streng data bases about project
performance at different hierarchicab levels,
UNICEF, provinciab, district, markaz, union coun—
cii and village ievebs, is vitab for realistic ano
pragmatic policy formubation. This is also impor-
tant to maintain effective management control en
various operations of the Punjab Sanitation Pro—
gramme. Effective rneasures need to be introduced
for systematic collection and compilation of Pro—
gramme data. At Provincial/UNICEF level, we
recommend creation of a computerized data base,
(dBase III er RBase Von a suitable micro computer
would suffice).

ii) Detailed planning, programming and effective
poli.cy framework for execution, coordination,
monitoring and administration is imperative before
iniplementation of the Pumjab Sanitation Programme.

iii) PC—I Form must be approved before restarting the
Programme. Government’s commitment te take over
the Programme needs to be made more expbicit in
the PC—I F’orm. Policy guidebines regarding
absorption of Sanitation Promoters, types of
institutiomal arrangements necessary for
independent handling of the Punjab Sanitatlon
Pregramme,’ sources/generation of funds for demons—
tration work as well as for the ban schemes,
after the withdrawal of UNICEF, to carry out the
Pregramme in new villages sheuld be cbearby
specified.
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iv) The field staff attached more impertance to

installation of latrines. Other significant -
aspects of the Programme remained rather bow key.
The Programme should ensure adequate attention
towards improving liouselield nwareiiess of healLh.
hygiene and environmental sanitation.

The Punjab Sanitation Programme was generalby
popular among the affluent househoids. Emphasis
should be given to i,tvolve other lower income
households as well.

vi) Formal pobicy framework for financial management
is imperative for effective and efficient utiliza—
tien of PSP funds. Proper methods/principles of
accounting should he followed in handling PSP
accounts. Cash books and ledger accounts may be
maintained at District, Markaz and Union Councib
Levels. The bank pass books may be updated on
regular basis and a system of preparing bank recon—
ciliation statemenis needs to be introduced.
Regular submission of expenditure statemenLa
should be made mandatory.

vii) Periodic auditing of PSP accounts may be insti—
t u t ed.

viii) A consistent policy may be followed in allocating
funds to different villages.

ix) Demonstratlon funds ]ying un—utilized should be
recovered. Physical inspectien of demonstration
latrines may be under—taken te ensure that the
demonstration funds are utilized as reported.

x) The amount of ban sanctioned for installation of
latrines, Rs. 300.0 per household, is considered
to be inadequate by the majority of househoids.
This shoubd be increased.

xi) Amount of Revolving Fund riot yet distributed among
the households should be recovered. Hewev~r, care
needs to beexercised in recovering the amount of
Revolving Fund already given to the Village
Sanitation Committees and the households. It would
be plausibbe~ if the amount of Revolving Fund
distributed among the househoids is utilized en
their own welfare. This amount may be made part of
some other sanitatien/welfare scheme, in case PSP
is not revived.
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xii) Before disbursing funds to the districts each
years, the Project Directors may be required te
submit a comprehensive performance report of the
Programme already under execution, expenditure
statement of the amount spent during the previous
year and planning and programme for action for the
coming year.

xiii) Provincial office of Rural Devebopment Department
should play more active role in supervision of PSP
operations.

xiv) Communication among upper and lewer levels of
management hierarchy needs to be improved. Effec—
tive measures should be taken te improve level of
coordination between Sanitation Promoters and
Secretaries of Union Councils.

xv) A committee should be formed te select candidates
to be trained as Sanitation Promoters. The selec—
tion committee may comprise of representatives of
the Local Government Department, UNICEF and Local
Government Training Institute, Labamusa.

xvi) The Sanitation Promoters should be absorbed in a
Government Department, in accordance with a
properly formulated service cadre.

xvii) The trainees should be sebected from the viblages
in uhich they are te work ultimately. This would
solve most of their complaints such as bess sala—
ries, lack of conveyance facilities etc.

xviii) The project villages shoubd be selected with care.
Selection of the viulages should be such that it
helps to minimise the sanitation promoters’ time
and travelling expenses.

Around 63% of the employed Sanitation Promoters
werked at considerably long distances from their
native villages.

xix) Besides technical training, the field staff should
also be trained in overall management of the
Programme. Mernbers of Village Sanitation
Committees, both males and femabes, should be
imparted more rigorous training. A system of
refresher courses and training workshops may be
evolved te improve efficiency and working skills
of Sanitation Promoters and members of, Village
Sanitation Committees, the key functionarles aL
grass root level.
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xx) To bring about desired improvement in the situa—
tion of women and children, UNICEF may follow a
three pronged approach focussing om the communi—
ties, government funclienaries and the
politicians/bocal representatives. To bring about
perceived changes amerig the three target groups,
specific objectives and plans of actien for each
should be worked out.

xxi) For greater Impact of the Programme and effective
utilization of its resources, it would be
plausible 1f UNICEF also extends field assistance,
in the form of guldelines, in implementation of
the Programme particularly during its early
phases.

xxii) In addition to regular progress monitoring of
routine operations, it is recommended that the
Programme has an inbuilt system of periodic eva—
luations. The evaluations may be of two types:

a) Internal Evaluatiens
b) External Evaluations

Internal evaluations may be carried out by the
Sanitation Promoters and the supervisory staff.

They may be given necessary training in this
regard. External evaluations may be instituted
for comprehensive and more objective appraisal of
the overall Programme performance. The latter
should bes third party evaluation (through per—
sons external te the Programme implementation).

These evaluations besides giving useful insights
about the Programme performance would also facili—
tate imprevements/reori.entations in policies and
programmes for greater efficiency and effective—
ness of the Punjab Sanitation Prograinme.

10.2 Technical Recommendations regarding Latrines, Bio—
gas Plants and Water Cisterns

10.2.1 Latrines

A. General Consideratiens

i) Septic tanks should be provided for settling,
storing and digesting the organic matter,

present in vaste. For subsoil disposal of
supernatant effluents from septic tanks,
seepage piLs, with percobating side wails
should be provided.
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ii) To prevent ground water pollution, the see—
page pit should be bocated such that It is
minimum 30 meters away from water source
(well, handpump etc.) and its base is minimum
2 meters above ground water table.

iii) To avoid faecal smeils and prevent fly bree—
ding, the outlet of WC pan sheuld be previded
with P—trap, to maintain water seal between
latrine and septic tank.

iv) Adequate water quantities, from tap, hand—
pump, well etc., preferably bocated inside
heuse, should be ensured prior to installa—
tion of latrine.

v) Privacy aspects should be given due conside—
ration for latrine design. This can be
achieved by installation of proper doors in
the latrine.

vi) For easy cleaning, the latrine fboor should
be sboped towards WC pan.

B. Quantitative Design Criteria:

i) Minimum internal latrine dimensions should be
0.9x1.2x2.2 meters. The size of door should
be O.65x2.15 meters. The ventilator opening
of size O.4xO.3 meters duly furnished with
wire gauze, should be provided bebow the
soffit of roof slab. Typical details of
latrine are shown in Exhibit — 6.

ii) The shape and size of WC pan should be such
that it can be used convenientby by adults as
well as children without splashing out of
excreta and soiling of fboor pan. The pan as
shown In Exhibit 7 may be adopted for the
purpose. The design of pan is carried out,
keeping in view, the suggested criteria and
shortcomings in the existing undersize pan,
as presented in Section 8.1.3 (C).

iii) Criteria for design of septic tanks are as
tolbows:

Shape : Rectangular

Compartments : Preferably 2
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Length to
Width ratio 2:1 to 3:1

Depth 0.8 to 1.1 meters

Ca paci ty

Desludging
In te rva 1

0.08 cu.m. per capita

per year

3 — 5 years

vi) Criteria for design of seepage pits are as under:

Shape

Bas e

Circular

laid with 12” thick
stones or brick ballast.

Side Wallg

Side Wall Aren

A. General Consideration:

Stone er brick masonry,
laid open jointed as
shiown in Exhibit 8.

2
1.5 — 2m per capita.

1) Prior to installation of the plant, adequate
animal dung and water quantities should be
ensured. Normably, for household size of 7,
two to three medium size animabs (cow er
buffalo) are sufficient.

ii) Latrine may be connected to the digester
since addition of human excreta particularby
urine, increases the quantities of biogas
yiebd.

iii) The digester should be located such that It
Is •expesed to sun rays throughout the day.
This heips to irnprove the gas yield efficien—
des, particubarby In winters.

B. Censtruction Features:

1) The digester tank should be provided with
central partition wall to isolate digested
slurry from mw waste input.

102.2 Biogas Pbants
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ii) Both the infinent waste and effluent slurry
pipes should be connected to the bottom of
digester tank.

iii) The invert drum gas collector sheuld be made
of 16 gauge, galvanized er duly ceated steel
sheet, cenicab tewamds gas outlet instead of
flat top.

iv) In case condensed water drops are found to
cheke the gas burner, U—shaped water drop
intercepter of the type shown in Exhibit 9
may be installed om gas pipe, ahead of bumner.

v) The materiabs, suggested for various
components of digester plant are as under

Base : Pbain Cement Concrete
(150 mm)

Wails : Brick Masonry (225 mm)

Infbuent/
Effluent : R.C.C. pipe (150 mm dia)

Gas Pipe : G.I. Pipe (12—18 mm).

C. Quantitative Criteria:

Digester Volume : 1—1.5 cu.m. per medium

size animal.

Minimum distance
between liquid level
and soffitof invert
drum : 150 — 200 mm

Annular space between
drum and digesters
wall : 75 mm

10.2.3 Ram Water Cistemn:

A. General Consideration:

Ram water cisterns need net to be installed where
primary water seurces with adequate quantities, is
bocated at convenient distances from house.
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B. Construction Requirements:

For efficient utilization of ram water cistern,

folbowing construction and design requirements
should be met.

1) The base of cistern shall be kept at least 1
ft. above fboor level, to get water through
tap under gravity.

ii) The materials, whether concrete or brick
masonry, and design for all cemponents of
cistern shali be such that it can sustain

working pressures without any sign of lea—
kage.

iii) The ram water vertical leader shail be mini-
mum 50 mm dia, wfth Inlet grating at roof
level.

iv) The cover slab should be provided with access
hele and cover for cleaning purpeses.

C. Cisterri Water Quality:

The physiochemical and bacteriobogical quality of
raln—water is generally, goed and within permis—
sible bimits. Uowever, It primarily gets contami—
nated, from the surface of roof, during the pro—
cess of concentratien. The quabity of cistern
water may be malatained cboser to that of ram
water by observing the folbowing design and opera—
tional precautions:

1) The surface of roof should be smeoth with
sufficiemt slope (of the order of 1 In 100)
towards ‘khura’, to minimize the detention of
ram—water and contaminated substances en It.

ii) The volume of cistern should be such that
detention periods under normal consumption
shall net exceed 30 days, In order to avoid
stagnation of water for long periods.

iii) Frequent inspectien and cleaning of roof
surface and cistern is key to the efficient
control of water quabity.

iv) First 5—10 minutes of each rainfall concen—
tratd, should be ablowed to waste,preferably
through by—pass valve connection at the in—
let, in order to get rid of dirt and other
contaminated substances accumulated on roof.
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D. Cistern Capacity:

The cistern capacity shioubd be determined as
foliows:

V = a.C.A.I/1000 ]

} whichever is minimum
V = D.P.t/1000 ~

Where

V = Capacity In cu.m.

a = Reglonal Coefficient = 1/3

C = Loss Coefficient =0.8 — 0.9

A = Roof area in sq.m.

1 Annual precipltatlon ~800—9O0 mm

D = Per capita consumption = 45 lpcd

P = Household Size

t = Albowable stagnation period = 30 days.
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